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PREDICTS THEODORE
ROOSEVELT'S NOMINATION.
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John P. St. John, Like
His Apostolic Namesake Has
Weird Visions.
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Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 11.

RECALL

APPOlNTiVIENT

Publication of Articles
to Department
of State.

Presi-

1

MORSE.

Circuit Court of Appeals Affirms
dict Condemning Ice Trust
Magnate.

TO

Cheering Crowds.

"Theodore Roosevelt is the sharpest
Governor Curry went to Albuquer politician in the United States. But
que last evening to open the Territor- for him Mr. Taft never would have
ial fair today and to place himselt atjoeen mougiu 01 ior ine presidency
Hie disposal of the committee having Roosevelt knew Taft, believed him to
in charge for the arrangements for the, be an honest man, and so do I. but he
en- - knew that Taft is a putty man, soft
reception of President Taft. The
be putty at that.
Roosvelt helped to
will
President
the
of
tertainment
s
that given by the New Mexican two elect Taft. He knew that his adminis-weekt ration would be a failure,
exercises
all
the
ago, that is,
"Roosevelt wont off to Africa. He is
will take rlace at the Alvarado where!
not
mixed up in any of the questions
his
will
address
deliver
the President
15. before the people today. In the course
October
5
m.,
p.
at
arrival
upon
where he will be banqueted and from of IS months he will return, covered
where he will return to his private car with rhino hides, elephant tusks and
after taking a peep, perhaps at the 'glory. The 'howl and yell' element
Montezuma bail, he'd in the same in politics will raise the cry for
The receiition at the Com-- ' velt. The country will g o'wild' over
mercial Club and the street parade him. Nothing except his death will
and other demonstrations, including prevent his nomination to succeed
the singing of a song by the school Taft, and if he is not elected it will
be because no Republican could win."
children, has been abandoned.
been
have
The following gentlemen
AIR WILL ELIMIappointed a committee to meet the PURE
NATE CONSUMPTION.
President at Gallup, N. M.: Governor
H.
W.
Hon.
Andrews,
George Curry,
Hon. Solomon Luna, Mayor Felix H. Keep Children From Being Housed Up
and Disease Will Be Stamped Out
Lester, President Spitz of the ComWithin Forty Years.
mercial Club. Judze Ira A. Abbott,
S.
Col.
W.
HopeO.
Hon. H.
Bursum,
Oct. 11. Every'.hng
Edingburgh,
well, and the president of the Fair
and final disappearto
the
This
points
G.
early
W.
Dr.
Tight.
Association,
committee will leave Albuquerque by ance of tuberculosis in civilized coun. Philip,
R.
to
Prot.
according
tries,
special train on Thursday afternoon,October 14, returning with the Presi- who in an address before the British
Medical Association has just given his
dent and party in the special train.
The committee to receive the Presi- - reasons therefor. The diminution of
dent at the Alvarado on arrival of the consumption, he says, can be accomp-specia- l
train and escort him to the "shed with a generation or two by
movement toward educating
stand, consists of J. H. O'Rielly, j concerted
the
Gun-public.
j
Louis
Ilfeld, Maynard
chairman;
-Recent
investigation,
widespread
sul, Adjutana General' Ford and
to
one
fact of ' su
says,
Philip
point
j
George Arnot.
not
nunerio recog- lviof liei- nf tnnste will hp ve- - preme signincance
,
,
, nized
that tuberculosis 1S
namely,
uuiei,
SPOnaea lO ai uie flivamuu i,.
contracted in childhood.
Governor Curry acting as toastmaster. commonly
must be prevented from
it
Therefore
President Spitz will welcome the Pres-- !
children.
Milk, he
young
attacking
BurO.
H.
ident in behalf of the club
sa.vs,
is
usual
uui
ine
cauaf, iiumuusum, chairman of the Republican
to the com
notion
the
popular
standing
committee, will speak to the toast,
real
The
the
is
agent
relatively
trary.
"Statehood," O. N. Marron of
school
of
condition
home
and
airless
to "The New Era in
to
not
is
life.
Thus
tuberculosis
only
T. B. Catron to "The
Mew Mexico,"
be credited with a much greater proSpanish American People," and Judge portion of mortality in childhood than
Albert B. Fall to "Our Guests." These is
generally supposed, but is largely
toasts with the musical numbers will
for the aggravated maniresponsible
an
hour.
cover about half
of
otherwise simple comfestations
Following the banquet the Presiplaints.
dident, it is announced, will retire
rectly to his car. He wi,ll be invited, DIVORCED BECAUSE
however, to attend the Montezuma
OF THEIR CHILDREN.
hall for a few minutes and the invitation may, be accepted.
Couple at Fort Collins SepThe President's train will leave at
Because They Could Not
arate
12:20 for El Paso and the meeting
Agree on This Subject.
with President Diaz.
Admission to the speaker's stand
Fort Collins, Colo., Oct. 11. Divorce
will be by ticket. Admission to the
was granted in the county court, to
Alvarado veranda will also be by
Anna Wallace Fuller, a prominent club
ticket and all those holding tickets are
woman, from M. W. Fuller, an archi-- i
requested to be in their places prior tect, on the ground of, cruelty. An
to the arrival of the President.
'
was reached by the couple
In addition to the committees given agreement
to financial matters, and no
relative
been
the following committees have
are
Both
alimony was allowed.
active in the arrangements: "
in their own right.
wealthy
Finance: Solomon Luna, chairman;
Fuller filed suit for divorce in the
W. H. Andrews, D. A. Macpherson, J.
court a week ago. He withdistrict
H. O'Rielly, Frank McKeSe, George
drew that suit this afternoon and imH.
W.
Ida
Gillenwater, Judge
Arnot,
mediately thereafter his wife brought
A. Abbott.
action in the county court charging
C
H.
Allan
Decorations:
Waas,
She received her divorce
Cushman, O. A. Matson, M. Nash, EK cruelty.
within twenty minutes after filing the
C. Butler.
suit. The cruelty alleged on both
Santos Ortiz Granted Respite.
sides was technical, consisting of troua
Governor Curry today granted
resnite of one month to Santos Ortiz ble over the children. The Fullers are
socially.
who was to have beenHanged on , pomiinent
'
:
I
Friday of this week at Silver City. DISCOVERS CHEAP
The visit of President Taft on that
I
SUBSTITUTE FOR RADIUM,
day to New Mexico helped Ortiz to
get the respite for It was deemed ob- iectionable to signalize the day with Cocanut Charcoal Possess Activity ir
High Degree Says Dr. J. F.
a hanging which the newspapers of
Sherbert.
the country would give prominence
New York, N. Y., Oct. 11 Dr.
on the same page probably that they
e
.spoke of the Prendents visit. There ' . snernert has Deen successtul
also mitigating circumstances, so parently in his search for a cheap
it is reported, that will be investi- - substitute for radium. He has found
lead to that cocoanut charcoal possesses ra- gated and if found true,-ma-y
a commutation or sentence ir Judge dium activity in a high degree and
Parker and District Attorney Wright the discovery bids fair to put the use
of radium in medicine within reach
so recommend.
of all.
Urton Lake Project.
'vr. "'
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan, for the Carey Act board, receiv- GOVERNOR OF ARKANSAS
STANDS FOR LAW AND ORDER.
ed from the U. S. reclamation service the profiles, plats and other ipapers
Little Rock, Ark., Oct. 11. At the
for the Urton Lake project which the
service
reclamation
relinquishes to request of a committee of ministers,
the Carey Act board at cost. The pro- Governor Donaghy addressed a comject is to reclaim 60,000 acres on the munication to the authorities of Little
Pecos south of Fort Sumner and con- Rock demanding that the state laws
flicts with recent filings by A. A. Jones relating to the Sabbath observance in
of Las Vegas, for the reclamation of Arkansas be enforced and prohibiting
' the
operation of the state fair on
(Continued on Page Eight)
Sundays.
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Inspects San Pedro Was on Point of
Harbor Work and
Sailing to
Fortifications
China

Act Board Will Ask
for Bids for Its

...

PRESIDENT

Spokane, Wash., Oct. 11.
St. John, formerly governor
sas, who has come to Spokane to bein the
gin the fight for prohibition
state of Washington, made two predictions in the course of an interview:
"Nothing except his death will prevent the nomination of Theodore
Roosvelt to succeed President Taft,
and if he is not elected no other Republican can be. . .
.
OVATION
ANGELES
"Ten years hence there w6n't be a
legalized saloon within the boundaries
of this commonwealth.
Spokane will
be 'dfy' in five years from this time." Streets Embowered in BlosMr. St. John said anions other
soms and Lined With
things in speaking of Roosevelt and

Large Power Project on Rio Hondo
Approved
LAKE

F, NEW MEXICO,

SANTA

46.

Ver-

THIRD

New York. Oct. 11.- - The circuit
court of appeals icxla affirmed the
verdict of the federal court, condemning Charles W. Morse to fifteen years'
imprisonment at Atlanta. Ga. An appeal will be taken to the supreme
court of the I'nited Stales. Meanwhile
Morse will be taken to the Toombs or
perhaps Atlanta.
Morse was round guilty on
counts of .misapplication o( funds of
the baiik of North' America of which
he was president. It was charged that
Morse was engaged in the manipulation of the stock of the American Ice
Company and borrowed
large sums
from the bank to maintain a pool of
that stock. The government alleges
that $1,20(1,000 was used for this purpose. Morse was released from the
Tombs on June 17, on $125,000 hail,
and since that time has made $.",000,-00and paid that much to his creditors. He has also regained a large
portion of his steamship interests.
The court has granted a stay of execution for forty days. Morse surrendered himself at once on learning
of the verdict and his attorneys took
steps to carry the case to the supreme
court of the I'nited States.

GAME

Finds Detroit Rather Easier Than
Expected.
E

IS

EIGHT

TO

SIX

Many Sky Rocket Features
. of Contest Between
Champions.

Detroit, Mich.. Oct. 11. Victory in
Washington, Oct. 11. On conferthe ihird game of the world's series
ence with Secretary of State Knox, it
was nor assured to
now depends
whether Charles R.
Pittsburg until the
last Detroit batter was out in the ninth
Crane will be minister to China or
not.
It is now known that Crane
inning. With a lead of five runs in
was recalled from the Pacific coast on
the opening inning when Summers was
Hie eve of sailing for China because
knocked out of the box, it seemed to
of articles in the Chicago Record-Heralassure the game to Pittsburg, but the
for which he is held responsible.
desperate rallies by Detroit in the
The articles indicate closely what the
seventh and ninth innings put the
action of the United States will be
game in doubt until the last minute.
on two
pending treaties between
Several times it looked as though Mad-doChina and Japan and are highly obwould he batted out of the box,
jectionable to the department of WILL TEST
but he managed to last the game out.
1 o'clock, where he was greeted
by state. Crane was closeted with Knox
LAW,
Wagner was Pittsburg's star with four
committee. ' The until a late hour last night.
the
reception
in five times up. Bush led the
singles
streets
the
drove
President
through
Legal Talent in Oregon Questions Its attack on
Maddox with four hits. Tho
lined with flowers and cheering GYPSY SMITH SENDS
Will
and
Constitutionality
last
of
the game was played in a
part
crowds. The Civil and Spanish War
Fisht It.
OUT HIS MESSAGE.
of rain.
chilling down-pou- r
veterans were banked on a corner as
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 11 A leaden
were the entire population of China- Curse of
Strong Drink Worse Than
Spokane. Wash., Oct. 11. H. S.
sky and a damp field greeted thoutown. The President will be a guest
Habit Among Mongolians
a wealthy retired stock- sands of fans who
Opium
gathered to see the
of his sister, Mrs. W. A. Edwards,
Save the Children His Plea.
man of Portland, Ore., has engaged an third game of the world's
series today.
during his stay here.
array of legal talent to test the consti- The Detroit team was given a great
Chicago, Oct. 11. "Gypsy" Smith, tutionality of the
law in ovation as it emerged from the club
ORGANIZING CLASS TO
ar- house, led by Jennings. Summers and
He
Who has been turning thousands of the state of Washington.
was
TRAIN SUNDAY TEACHERS. i
Mullin warmed up for Detroit.
Brooks
chief
rested
of
poMackie,
by
Sumof
all
denominations
away
people
lice at Colfax, several weeks ago and mers is Jennings choice of pitchers
Inof
Missouri
Will
West
and
anrested
after
nightly,
Largest
today
giving
at the healing before Judge Doolittle but (he cold weather may affect him
clude Five Hundred Workers
other morning message to Chicago in the municipal court there, he tes- and put Mullins great speed at a preFrom Fifty Schools,
people, especially to tippling women tified that, he has smoked cigarettes mium. Left Liefield, Clarke's star
in society.
the last GO years, or since he was 10 south paw, warmed up for Pittsburg
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 11. What is
afternoon the "Gvnsv" has years of age. He conducted his own with Adams hero of the first game
Monday
declared to be the largest union Sun- been asked to
case and made a spirited defense, but in reserve. The batting order:
attend the Cubs-SoDetroit D. Jones, 1. f.; Bush, s. s.;
day school teachers' training class baseball game and to make a charac- was declared guilty and fined $10 and
west of the Missouri river was organ- teristic address.
costs. He gave notice of an appeal to Cobb, r. f.; Crawford, c. f.; Delehanty
ized by Professor and Mrs. E. C.
"I want to make it plain that drink- the superior court, declaring that if 2b.; Moriarty, :,b.; T. Jones, lb.;
Knapp of Chicago, at a meeting in ing among women in society, as you the decision of the trial court is af- Schmidt, c; Summers p.
church
Westminster Congregational
Pittsburg Byrne, Oh.; Leach, c. f.;
call it," said Smith, "has become so firmed he will go before the state su1.
of Spokane, when 500 workers from
Clarke,
f.; Wagner, s. s.; Miller, 2h.;
court.
is
to
a
as
based
His defense
national preme
constitute
50 schools were in attendance.
In general
Abstein.
lb.; Wilson, r. f.; Gibson'
deto
and
is
due
of
he
the
that
this
acandal,
upon
which,
personal
liberty,
; c .:
addition there were 2.'! superintendLeifield. n.
to
is
women
be clared, he
desire in the first place,
deprived by the operation
ents and 73 pastors and department
The Game By Innings.
the "freak'' law, which was put
leaders. The class, which is expect- abreast of the man in everything he of
First inning After Byrne was
statutes
upon the
by legislators for caught between
ed to number 1,000 before the end of does.
the bases, Leach
"I want to emphasize that the fact the want of something better to occuthe year, will have its graduation
Clark went to second on
singled,
services in Spokane the second week no matter how the drinker of alcohol py their time.
loose fielding, Wagner hit to Bush,
in May, 1910. The .Methodist Epuisco-pa- l may dissemble, he knows in his heart
too hot to handle, scoring Leach and'
church led in number at the or- that while every drink he takes he is KALISPELL TRIBE
Clark. Wagner stole second, went to
third on Schmidt's wild rh row and
ganization meeting, having 90 stud- less and less his own man more and
ALWAYS
ents in the hall when the first lesson more the devil's advocate.
scored on a wild pitch by Summer's.
"In God's name, what can be exwas given.
Thougt They Had No Reservation, Miller walked. Ahstein singled Miller
Others with more than 23 members pected of the children of the drinking
Uncle Sam Will Give Them ;
taking third. Miller scored on Crawwere Presbyterian,
ford's hit past third. Wilson singled
Congregational, women?
Allotments.
"How smugly and with comfortable
Baptist, Christian, United Presbytescoring Abstein. Five runs. Willett
rian and Evangelical.
The United contemplation of our own virtues we
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 11. Chief relieves Summers. Detroit failed to
Brethren and the Reformed Mormons consider the opium fields of China.
Schkiaki and his followers of the score.
are also represented. One hundred
Second inning After Leach and
"There are hundreds of thousands Kalispell tribe are coming into their
and twenty young men and women of them.
They live sometimes for own despite the fact that they have Clarke had been hit by a pitched ball,
who are teaching classes in local Sun- twenty years under the influence of no treaty with the
government and Wagner forced Clarke at second.
day schools at present also joined the stupefying drug.
therefore no reservation. The tribe, Pittsburg scores on double steal,
the work.
"Is it not time you men of wealth which is rapidly passing away, will Leach going home and Wagner stealand social position called a halt on soon he located in the Pend Oreille ing second and third. One run. DeSMITH AND WILLIAMS
troit failed to score.
drink? Do you not think that some- valley, where they will be
TRIAL FOR LIBEL.
Third inning Both sides out in oras
are
kind
and
rest
of
to
is
human
they
the
always
today
thing due
from you, whom God has favored with have been. The tribe formerly occu- der, no runs
Testimony of William Nelson Crom- His sifts?
Fourth
pied the entire valley, northeast of
inning Crawford
made
well Before Senate Investigating
us be men, the lives of hun- Spokane, which was first treated as great catch of Leach's terrific drive.
"Let
Committee Read.
dreds of thousands of children and a public domain, and this land is No runs, Detroit failed, Clarke maknow being alloted to the remaining ing a brilliant catch of Crawford's
the
happiness of innumerable AmeriIndianapolis, Ind., Oct. 11. Stuart
be saved if the great clubs members by Clair Hunt, alloting agent long fly. Xo runs.
McNamara, attorney for the depart- cans would
The Fifth inning-t-Clarksafe on Bush's
tomorrow would abolish for the federal government.
of
America
ment of justice, read portions of the
chief of the reds, wh ois known as fumble. Wagiter singled Clarke to
testimony of William Nelson Crom- liquor. us
Masalaw by the white settlers since third on Abstein's fly. Wagner stole
be honest with ourselves
"Let
well - before the Senate investigating
their
entrance into the valley in ' second but both died on bases. No
committee at the hearing of Delevan and with God."
1888. His authority over his people runs. Detroit out in order.
Smith and Charles R. Williams,
is supreme, and the tribal customs
Sixth inning Pittsburg' fails to
the WEATHER BUREAU
charged with libel concerning
continue as in the early days. Each score. After Bush singled with one
INDICATES HURRICANE.
Panama cartal purchase today. The
family will receive land for home- oiu. uom misn ana Cobb forced at
Cromshow
to
tended
that
testimony
second. No runs.
steads.
well received only legitimate attor- Its Greatest Destructiveness Will
Seventh inning Wagner singled for
Probably Be on the Florida
ney's fees and that the charges of
third time in game, but was put out
NOTED PRIZE FIGHT
Coast.
graft were unfounded.
REFEREE MAKES LAST BET. stealing second. No runs. Delehanty
Washington, Oct. 11. A destructive
doubles over Clarke's head for third
hurricane is indicated by the weather
COMMISSION TO EXAMINE
successive hit. Went to third, when
"Al"
Smith
Died
at Gilsey House at
PEARY AND COOK DATA. bureau over the Florida coast.
Monarty safe at first on Miller's erNew York at Midnight Known
Storm Strikes Havanna.
ror and bad throw to Abstein.
Pitts-VurAll
11. A hurricane
Over Country.
Havana, Oct.
President of National Academy of
made kick and delay hoping that
struck the city today, destroying shipScience Asked by Societies to
J'addox would settle down. T. Jones
New York, Oct. 11. "Al" Smith., the
ping and trees. The property loss is
Such.
Mcln-tyr- e
Appoint
singled
scoring Delehanty.
noted prize fight referee and sporting
large.
batting for Willett struck out. D.
man, died at the Gilsey house at j Jones bunted safely filling bases,
Washington, Oct. 11. The national
geographical survey will join with the CREEK INDIANS
midnight. He was known by all sport- i Bush singled scoring Moriarty and T.
HAVE LEARNED BETTER.
American Geographical
Society and
ing men of the country and handled Jones. Cobb singles to center, scorthe American Museum of Natural Hismillions as a stakeholder on prize ing D. Jones and sending Bush to
tory in asking Dr. Ira Remsen. Presi- Crazy Snake Reported Dead and They fight and election bets.
second. Crawford popped to Abstein.
Will Have No Representative
dent of the National Academy of
Four runs.
at Washinqton.
Sciences, to appoint a commission to
Eighth inning Works now pitching
WILL
USE
POLAR
BEARS
examine the data of Peary and Cook.
Muskogee, Okla., Oct. 11. For the
for Detroit. Abstein doubled
into
TO DRAW HIS SLEDGES.
first time in years the Creek Indians
centerfield crowd, but died at third.
this year failed to put aside part of
AMERICAN INDIANS ARE
No runs. After Moriarty walked. De- Hamburg, Oct. 11. Captain Ronald troit failed to score.
INCREASING AT RAPID RATE. the corn crop to send Chief Crazy
Snake to Washington in the interests Amundsen, the well known Danish
Ninth inning Byrne singled Leach
Washington, Oct. 11. The popular of the people. Rumors . state that exporer, who is about to start on a drives two bagger into left field crowd
Idea that the American Indians are Crazy Snake is dead.
polar expedition, has decided to try centering Byrne to third. Byrne scora remarkable innovation in the use ed on Clarke's sacrifice fly to Cobb.
decreasing in number Is dissipated
by official figures showing that there LONE BANDIT
of draught animals for polar travel. Game being played in heavy rain and
are more than 300,000 red men in the
MAKES PRECIOUS HAUL, He will endeavor to make polar bears difficult to see ball.
Wagner got
United States. The increase In popufourth bit of game scoring Leach,
draw his sledges.
lation of about 40,000 during the last Holds Up Great Northern Railroad
Some time ago Captain Amundsen Wagner stole second.
Cobb made
two decades Is attributed to the govmade a contract with Carl Hagen-back- , circus catch of Miller's fly turning
Depot at Seattle and Carries
ernment's constant effort to uplift the
Off Treasures.
the famous animal trainer, for somersault and coming up with ball:
Indian to the level of contemporary
Seattle, Oct. 11. A lone bandit last twenty ice bears, three years old. Two runs. Mullin batted for Works.
civilization. Three and
mil- night held up King street station of
Hagenbeck's men have been indus- Struck out. D. Jones safe at first
lion dollars is being expended! by the Great Northern railroad and estriously at work for a month training w'hen Abstein dropped Wagner's
the United States annually for the caped with several sacks of gold, sil- the bears and the results attained
are throw. Bush beat out infield hit ad- education of more than 30,000 Indian ver,, coin and a quantity of paper said to
promise success for them In
boys and girls.
money.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
polar work.

dent Taft returning from a trip
through the Sierras arrived here in
his car Mayflower at 8 o'clock this
morning. The train was switched to
San Pedro immediately and he spent
the morning inspecting the work of
making a deep sea harbor and the
fortifications.
site of the proposed
Lieutenant C. T. Leeds showed the
President over the works. After a
drive through the streets of San Pedro, the President returned to his
train and arrived at Los Angeles at
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MONDAY,
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Pain in the head pain anywhere, has Its canm.
Pain is congestion, pain is blood pressure nothing
else usually. At least, so says Dr. Snoop, and to
prove it he has created a little pink tablet. Thai
tablet called Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablet-coa- xes
To trust a woman's word
blood pressure away from pain centers.
To think that
should landed he
Its effect is charming, pleasingly delightful. Gently
though safely, it surely equalizes the blood circu.
In a manner so absurd!
lation.
That one who hath escaped the guiles If you have a headache. It's blood pressure.
If it's painful periods with women, same cause.
Of womankind for years
If you are sleepless, restless, nervcus, it's blood
That surely is a
Should now fall victim to her wiles
congestion blood pressure.
certainty, for Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets stop
Hath filled my soul with tears.
it in 2U minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
the unnatural blood pressure.
Bruise your finger, and doesn't It get red, and
Last night while strolling through the swell, and pain you? Of course it does. It's con.
blood pressure. You'll find it where pain
gestion,
lane
Is always. It's simply Common Sense.
We bell at 25 cents, and cheerfully lecomauDd
I overhead her say
LANDED.
Alas! Alas! What woe is me!

Established 1856.

OCTOBER 11, 1905.

Incorporated 1903

SELIHN

BROS.

COMUf.

1

She thought me stupid, dull and vain,
Conceited and a jay.
She said she thought my brain was
poor,
My blood of common stock;
As for my beauty she was sure
'Twould stop an eight-daclock,

MEN OF FASHION WANT HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
interested
sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, $25.00, $27.50, $30.00 and $35.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Mars.
If you're

in

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private.' T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds and

Win. FARAIf

at SALMON Store

And I? Weak wight! O Zanypate
0 Dizzard that I am!
Of Odiots a syndicate
A Copper-fasteneClam!
Assured Amanda felt that way
1
thought 'twould be a lark
To seek her for a fiancee
On the piazza dark.

San Francisco Street,
The largest and the only

Phone 10s

store

In

Santa Fe.

100 lbs Pansy Flour

$3.20

50 "

1.60

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

lieadacHe
Tablets

4.00 - $6.00

PRICES'

& CO.

STRIPLING-BURORW-

FROM

will be in line. Although panoplied
in warlike front with the glitter of
drawn sabers and the glint of steel
bayonets it will be a great army of
peace sweeping through the lanes of

point. Five miles of streets will be
filled with the infantry, cavalry, artillery, jackies and marines of six
nations.
For the first time in the history of
San Francisco the British Union Jack
will be carried through the streets of
the city flapping against the bayonets
II
of English fighting men. The
'Twould be such fun to note the scorn
cross of the Hohe.izollerns
Wilh which she would 'decline
will be carried by German tars marchA stupid lout so lowly born,
ing in their famous "goose step,"
With drawbacks such as mine-- But
quaint Dutch sailors will bear the tri- when I popped O, Hully Gee!
the standard of Italy
I color of Holland,
O treasons and alarms!
will be escorted by a detachment
She smiled a smile of ghoulish glee
from the cruiser Calabria and natty
And landed in my arms!
little brown sailors from Japan will
Horace Dodd Gastitt.
follow the rising sun flag of the Mikado.
There will be at least two thouSold Out His Cattle
Sheriff C. A.
sand
of these foreign
sailors and
Stevens of Lincoln county, has sold
d
marines in their
unihis cattle to C. H. Byfield.
forms. Crack marine bands in gorgeNew $20,000 Church for Artesia
ous trappings will fill the air with
The Baptists have decided to build a
martial music and quicken the pulses
$20,000 church at Artesia, Eddv coun- of the
hundreds of thousands of specty.
tators.
Alamogordo Will Build Armory A
While the fighting men of the forcampaign has been inaugurated at eign nations will have the first, place
Alamagordo to build a $10,000 armory in the parade the biggest showing
for the national guard.
will be made by Uncle Sam's soldiers,
Leased Salt Lake J. Frank Romero sailors and marines.
j
Every military
of Magdalena, has leased the Salt and naval post within 100 miles of San
Lake, in western Socorro county, and Francisco will be practically desertwill go. into the manufacture of salt on ed on the opening day of the festival.
a large scale.
There will be regiment after regiAnother Blackmail Letter at Las ment of crack infantry. Troop aftu
Vegas Mrs. Crecencia Sandoval of troop of cavalry will prance through
Las Vegas, has received through the the streets to the shrill crying of
mails a letter threatening herself and bugles. Firld guns will lumber along
son, Albino Jacobson with death if the thoroughfares drawn by galloping
she sells the house in which she horses. There will be platoon after
lives.
platoon of sailors and marines.
While the applause that will greet
Jury Did Not Agree in Harmon
Trial The jury in the case against the foreigners will be tumultous that
Elbert J. Harmon for murder at Raton which Uncle Sam's boys will receive
failed to agree on Saturday and was will be volcanic. It will be a sight
discharged. Harmon, was held under to stir the patriotism and pride of
the hundreds of thousands of visitors
bond for the next term of court.
Memorial Services in Honor of J. and send the blood coursing more
J. Hagerman At Roswell, yesterday,! swiftly through their veins.
Like Cadmus field the streets of San
memorial services attended by thou-- :
sands, were held in honor of the late Francisco will literally sprout soldiers
J. J. Hagerman. Mayor G. A. Richard- on the occasion of the military pageson presided. Addresses were made ant. The thoroughfares will glow
by Colonel I. H. Elliott of Dexter and. with color as the kaleidescopic living
stream moves along. There will be
Charles M. McLenathan of Carlsbad.
uniforms of scarlet, blue, khaki and
white.
WILL BE SIGHT TO
The big military pageant will pass
STIR THE BLOOD.
in review before the uniformed representatives of 25 nations. The reviewe
San Francisco, Oct. 11. Xever
in the history of the west will ing stand will be a riot of gorgeously
the armed fighting men or so many colored uniforms and gold lace. The
different nations have been seen to governors and mayors of many cities
gether at one time as at the inaugur- and states will be there to witness
al pageant of the Portola Festival in a spectacle almost unsurpassed in his
San Francisco, which will get under tory.
way shortly before noon Tuesday, October 19. It will he one of the greatest military spectacles ever seen.
At least 10,000 soldiers and sailors
representing the powers of the earth
A brand new line of flannel pettiState of Ohio, City of Toledo,
coats for the children. Misses and la
Lucas County ss.
dies just received at the Racket Store
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that Night gowns for the old and
young
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
W.
N.
TOWNSEND & CO.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the city of Toledo, County and State
I aforesaid,
and that said firm will pay
tne sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Ca- 'arrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Telephone Mo 145 Red
in my presence, this 6th day of DeMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
cember, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
&
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- D. M.
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Builders and Contractors
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY. & CO., Toledo, O.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Furnished on short notice
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- -

BULL'S EYE or

BUSTER iBROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM

d

PO Box

FOR

219.

Bobolink

$3.10

50 "

t

1.55

register tickets
With all cash purchases.
Casa

HOUSE

TRY OUR

If

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

CALL. AfID

Telephone

No. 40

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

S. Spitz

(!l oil Ml

JEWELER

PHARMACY
PHONE

WO

213

CITY.

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

Grain, Potatoes,

"i""""""sssssssBsiBssssssss

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

8UVE?5I

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
CfllirSftS

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

SON

CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

can't know curative certainty, unless you know your druggist.
When your Doctor orders medicine of a comjlex or simple
nature, BRING ALL PRESCRIPTIONS HERE. They will

Ibe results will

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses

CREAM & MILK

be filled

LEO HERSCH

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

FRESH EGGS

You

Ufa lea

SOLE AGENTS FOR

accurately, quickly and safely.

be all your d tor and yourself expect

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President
33is&

i

OUR GUARANTIEE
We guarantee a saving of
d
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
1.

3

Flannel Petti
coats, Night Gowns

stipation.

zoOK'S

Phone 36

Also Good for Chickens

J

HOOVER

MANUFACTURER

IN THE

!

be-for-

Winter Grocery Co.

HALF CENTURY

black-Maltes- e

j

TIT. p'
VVCU1VC

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

!

100"

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you want a good pair of Shjes
for the boy try a pair of

thundering humanity.
it will be a sight to grip the throats
and stir the blood of the hundreds
of thousands of visitors. It is estimated that it will take at least two
hours for the parade to pass a given

multi-colore-

NATHAN SALMON.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

Dr. Shoop's

y

She said I bored her most to death
When trying to converse.
And when I sang my shibboleth
Was lively as a hearse.
She added that she pitied much
The maid with whom I wed
Indeed, I have not time to touch
On half the things she said.

school uis

II

w.niimumuii'M

J

A

one-thir-

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard

coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

VV HARDWARE CO.

sJ?

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

MONDAY,

OCTOBER 11, 1909.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Serial 03904.
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior.
V. S. Ind Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo .Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on October 5, 1904, made Homestead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105,
XW
for V
and E
NE
Section 21, Township 17 X, Range
12 E., X. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 18th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Arol-oni- o
Martinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
Pecos, Xew Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1--

2

Cre-nenci- o

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Sep-temp-

21. 1909.

Notice is hereby given that Albina
Lucero, of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
on July 3, 1908, made Homestead Entry (Serial 052), No. 052, for Lot 7,
Section C, and N.
of Lot . Section
7, Township 18 N., Range 4 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
Xew Mexico, on the 4th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Refugio Armenta, of Jemez Springs, N.
M.; Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs,
X. M.; Jose Mestas y Ruiz, of Jemez
Springs, N. M.; Jose Armenta, of Jem-Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
2

z

Register.
The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere.' We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

A CORROBORATION
Of

!0

Interest to Santa Fe Readers.

For months Santa Fe citizens have
in these columns enthusiastic
praise of Doan's Kidney Pills by Santa
Fe residents. Would these prominent
people recommend a remedy that had
not proven reliable? Would they confirm their statements after years had
elapsed if personal experience had not
shown the remedy to be worthy of endorsement? No stronger proof of
merit can be had than cures that have
stood the test of time. The following
statement should carry conviction to
the mind of every Santa Fe reader.
Toribio

experience with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Today I am stronger in my praise of
this remedy than ever. I suffer.ed
greatly from disoredered kidneys, the
pains in my back being so acute at
times that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew what was to
be free from an ache or pain of some
kind. Soon after I began using Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling,
Burrows & Co.'s drus store, my pains
and aches disappeared and my back
was as sound and well as ever. Doan's
Kidney Pills have my strongest en-

dorsement."
For sale by all dealers.

Price

50

Buffalo,
cents.
Xew York, sole agents for the United
Foster-Milbur-

Co.,

n

States.
name

Remember the
take no other.
TO

AND

FROM

Doan's

and

ROSWELL.

Connection made wltn AutomoblU
line at Torrance for Roswell daily
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswel)
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
manager, Automobile Line.

Why Colds Are Dangerous.
Because
you have contracted ordiWOODY'S HACK
colds
and recovered from them
nary
without treatment of any kind, do not
From
for a moment imagine that colds are
not dangerous. Everyone knows that
pneumonia and chronic catarrh have
ConLeaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m their origin in a common cold.
is not caused by a cold but
sumption
7 p. m
Arrives at TAOS at
the cold prepares the system for the
of the
reception and development
that would not otherwise have
germs
"ESS
found lodgment. It is the same with
all infectious diseases.
Diphtheria,
e
-Good teams scarlet fever, measles and whooping
cough are much more likely to be contracted when the child has a cold.
'BACK TO THE WOODS' You will see from this that more real
danger lurks in a cold than in any
other of the common ailments. The
easiest and quickest way to cure a
cold is to take Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. The many remarkable cures
effected by this preparation have
made it a staple article of trade over
a large part of the world. For sale by
all druggists.

LINE

Barranca to Taos

FARE

$5.00

the inferior woods that you used to
se if this new line
tmrs is not the best
saw or nail in! We
supply only the best
least flawed Lumber

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor; every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, in
eluding one of the best binderies in
the west.

of Lumber of
you ever put a
are striving to
seasoned and
that can be
and we
found in this neighborhood,
Iielieve we are succeeding in pleasing
Beautiful line of handsome furs just
all our numerous customers. Let us
at the Racket Store. Prices
received
liear your complaints either as to
from $2.50 to $25. Hurry, and get
or
We'll
cheerfully
price.
quality
first pick. They are the very newest
remedy anything that's wrong.
and snappiest ever shown in the city.

New Furs New Furs.

Charles W. Dudrow

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical

Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities

C vil

and

Electrical

for self support.
flFor Catalogue and further information, address the President '

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.
DIAMONDS

H. C. VONTZ
Mn.-u.f.ctu.r-

RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE

MEXICAN

WATCHES

otZ

FILIGREE

-J- EWERELY-

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
S4S 8an Francisco 8treet, Santa Fe, N. M.
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Great Preparations Are Being Made For President's
Reception.
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From San Antonio, more than six
hundred miles east of El Paso, where
is located one of the large military
garrisons of this country,, will come
to the border in ten trains, the Ninth
infantry, which has a magnificent war
record, the Third Regiment of cavalry, one half of the Third field artilery
regiment, the Signal Corps and the
Hospial Corps. Their number will be
augmented at El Paso by the Nine
teenlh
Infantry from Fort Bliss
These troops under command of Brig.
Gen. Albert L. Myer, will stand at
attention on the bank of the river,
facing Mexico, while General Diaz is
crossing to United States, where he
will receive the presidential salute.
Mexican troops, in similar formation
and on their home territory, will ac
cord like honor to President. Taft
while he is visiting Mexico. Imme
diately after General Diaz heturns to
his country, the troops brought from
San Antonio will board trains for
their station and prepare for the great
review for the President on the occasion of his visit to that city.
Mayor Joseph U. Sweeney, of El
Paso, will receive both presidents in
front of the Chamber of Commerce
building at 11 o'clock. After formal

introductions the presidential parties
will go to breakfast.
Just before noon the presidents and
their entourages start for Mexico,
crossing the international bridge at
high noon. The officials of Juarez,
the Mexican city opposite El Paso,
have arranged an elaborate entertainment.
At 1:15 o'clock, President Taft will
The re
go back to his own country.
turn will be marked with a great civic
and military parade. The President
will then address the people of El
Paso, and at 3 o'clock Mr. Taft . is
again due at the Chamber of Commerce to meet the Ohio Society and
Yale Alumni.
re
After a half-hou- r
ception the President will be enabled
to enjoy a brief rest at his hotel, and
at 5:30 o'clock President Taft's special

the Southwest"

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at aD e'evation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but

citizens

were asked to go south and remain
there until the word was passed
L-i.faround that they might again return
to the border.
,;,
. '.
,
Not alone in Mexico, but Texas as
well have the Mexican secret police III
been operating and lining up those individuals who have at one time or
another displayed a revolutionary tenSuperintendent
dency. Secret service officials of the
United States have not been inactive,
and they have
with the
sleuths of Mexico.
On his long journey from El Paso
lo San Antonio there will be ample
escort for Mr. Taft. Notable in this
escort will be one hundred members
These celebrated Hot Springe are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
of the International Club of San Antonio who have chartered a special located In the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these watere
miles west has been thoroughly tested by the
train for the trip to and from the Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
border. Mr. Taft is an honorary presi- ef Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheudent of this organization, and so is
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar- - matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'!
General Diaz. The puniose of the anco
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
club is to promote business between
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
the two republics. The club members
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Compurpose holding a special meeting at The temperture of these waters is
plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathJuarez, in order that General Diaz from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
$2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
ing
may preside.
Immediately ahead of carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feeL Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
the President's train will be the
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
American troops returning to San Anyear round. There is now a commod upon request.
This resort is attractonio.
ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and Is open all
Continuing his journey eastward. valids and tourists. People suffeing winter.
for Ojo Caliente
President Taft will at night, travel from consumption, cancer, and other can leavePassengers
Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
through the desert portion of Texas, contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
and also that part which scenically is 'Tiese waters contain 1,626.24
grains same day. For further particulars
as beautiful as any in the state. He of alkaline salts to the gallon,
being address:
will awaken in the little town of
Longfellow, where his daylight reception will again begin.
A few miles
further on a
Oj) CdienU. Tana, oantv N M
stop will be
made at Sanderson for a change of engines, and then he will come to Lang-trya little place noted not alone because it was named for the "Jersey
Lilly," but because of the residence
there of a justice of the peace, Roy
Bean who proclaimed himself the
"law west of the Pecos river" and he
was.
Just a little further on the President will cross the highest railroad
TO
bridge in the United States. A fifteen-minutstop is scheduled at Del Rio, a
town of 7,(11)0, which has been in the
limelight because of some revolutionary societies formerly in existence
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing WeJls
there.
Farg i
From there on Mr. Taft will pass
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
through a part of the irrigated section
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
of Texas, portions of which have been
known as the garden spot of Texas. Payable
Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
An enthusiastic lot of people reside in
and all Foreiga Countries.
the small towns, and the President is
assured of some hearty cheering as
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
his train rolls along.
Just as night falls the President's
train will be entering San Antonio,
commonly accepted as the metropolis
of Texas, and around which cluster a
wealth of historical association, for
it is this ancient city in which stands
the Alamo, the shrine of Texas liberty.
The program at San Antonio is still
subject to slight modifications, although the feature of the President's
visit to the historic old city will be
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
tLe acceptance of the chapel and
the
which
located
within
is
library
BUGGIES.
HACKS.
confines of Fort Sam Houston. This
structure is a gift from the citizens of
Sau Antonio, the money )or its erection being raised through popular subWhen in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
scriptions ranging from "0 cents to
$1500. The action of San Antonio is
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right
nn'que as it is setting a precedent for
lootter places where army posts are
cated. The building is designed tj
furnish a place of recreation for officers and enlisted men at all times,
both on week days and Sunday. The
building has been erected under the
supervision of Chaplain Thos. J. Diok-Bon- ,
of the Twenty-sixtinfantry,
whom the war department detailed
here for the purpose. As commander
in chief of the army, President Tatt
will formally accept the chapel and
library for the officers and men under

"si

e

of

Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradu
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heaiad, lighted
and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IAS. W. WILLSOK,

--

all-da-

NEW MEXICO.

"The Weet Point

Army Officers Detailed Ly War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IS CLASS

,'.

g

undesirable

ROSWELL,

J

-

CJ.

,

San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 11. President Taft's journey through Texas,
beginning October 10 and ending October 24, opens with the most formal
of all the affairs that have characterized his swing around the United
States. At the border of the largest
staff- in the Union, he will greet the
president of another republic. He will
just shake hands with President Diaz
of Mexico on the Texas fide of the
Rio Grande.
After an
stay at EI Paso,
the President starts on another long
jump, San Antonio being his next
stop, and there he is to accept on bea
half of the United States army
magnificent chapel and library building, the sift of San Antonians, as an
appreciation of the American soldier.
Following a day's visit in San Antonio, the President will leave for his
brother's ranch at Corpus Christi for
four days of rest. Then he will make,
in quick succession, stops at Houston
and Dallas, on his way to St. IxMiis.
Texas will uphold its end in the
way of breakfasts, luncheons and ban
quets, and the President should find
much diversion, because of the varied
and interesting features of the Texan
program.
On his brother's ranch the President and members of his party will
have the opportunity to relax after
their strenuous trip. Formalities will
be eliminated as far as possible when
the President goes ranching. On the
ranch he is expected to join in a hunt
for wildcats.
He will visit for the first time the
town of Taft. named in his honor
which now has a population of fiOl).
The climax feature of the
tour of President Taft
conies at El Paso, where he will meet
the executive of the Mexican repub
For the first
lis, Gen. Porfirio Diaz.
time during his long reign as the
president of Mexico, Diaz is to leave
the confines of his domain, cross the
Rio Grande river at El Paso, and, there
set foot on foreign soil. It required
a suecial concession from the Mexican
Congress in order that the illustrious
Mexican might clasp the hand of the
man who has been honored with the
highest office of the United States.
Eleven o'clock is the hour set for
the meeting of the two presidents on
American territory. Preceding that
hour there will be some formal ceremonies, including the singing of both
the American and Mexican anthems
by hundreds of children stationed on
this side of the boundary of the two
countries.
There will be salutes for
these, high dignitaries, in which the
armies of both republics will
thirteen-thousand-mil-

New Mexico Military Institute

!

Taf t Rapidly
His Brother's
Ranch.

110 Johnson WILL
says: "Two

Rodriguez,

the river for the six o'clock
banquet which wiU be given for the
two executives at the Juarez custom Sj
house. Two hours later Mr. Taft
will be on his way across the Texan '
His leaving will be characempire.
OF
terized only by cheers and the good H
wishes of his countrymen, as the war
department regulations do not permit
un salutes after sunset. However,
Near-in- g of
in Mexico he may be given a noisy
farewell as he quits Mexican soil.
The President's brief visits to Mexico will be fraught with a number of
pleasing little incidents which the
Mexican officials have not yet made
The Mexican government bepublic.
a
in the
gan
quiet
CATS
WILD
northern part of the republic a mouth
will cross

I

seen

street, Santa Fe, X. M.,
and a half years ago I gave a statement for publication in regard to my
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LIVERY STABLE
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Upon his arrival in the city on thj
evening of October 17, the President
will be tendered a brief reception by
Mayor Callaghan and other city officials.

The following day will be strenuous
for Mr. Taft. He will start the morning with a review of all the troops
at Fort Sam Houston at 8:30 a. m.
Shortly after this ceremony is completed, the President will return to the
center of the city, where he will be
presented to the populace. He will
be welcomed to the city by half a
dozen sneakers.
This ceremony will be followed with
a noon luncheon, at which the business and professional men will be the
y
hosts. At
o'clock the President will be the guest of honor at a
formal banquet. This is expected to
consume at least the two hours preceding Mr. Taft's departure for his
brother's ranch at Cbrpus Christi.
Mr. Taft's original schedule called
for his departure from San Antonio
early in the afternoon. The people
wanted to see. more of him, so they
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Blankets, Baskets, Wax. Feather and Linen Drawn Work. Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

ONLY

SALE

five-thirt-

(Continued on Page Seven.)

of the finest

Embroideries

i White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
8

V

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO.
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OPPOSE STATEHOOD
The only two newspapers in the
Territory that have lately spoken
against statehood are Democratic, Hie
l.akewood Pi ogress and the Carrizozo
News. Says t lie latter: "Would we
not be in worse condition with stately nl, without the supervising hand
of Uncle Sam? We now see the fed-- (
ikl government annulling some vile
ti ; i Uorial legislation,
which would
not be the case if we were a state."
As.de from showing the true inwardness of the Democratic position on
Xews furstatehood, the Carrizozo
nishes a good argument for statehood.
In sixty years, the Congress of the
United States has annulled only two
Xew Mexico statutes. In those' sixty
years, something like 3,000 statutes
have been passed by the territorial
legislatures and only two were found
by the Congress of the United States
to be objectionable.
What other commonwealth if put to such a test would
fare equally as well? Certainly not
Louisiana, Texas, Georgia. Oklahoma,
or other Democratic states. "
It will be remembered that twenty
years ago the Democrats voted down
a constitution that was a model in
every way, conservative and sound,
and simply because they feared that
Xew Mexico would be a Republican
state if admitted. The Democratic
Advocate at Aitesia, in a long editorial says:
"Yes, we remember that for two
years, from March 4, 1893, until March
4, 1S95, the Democrats had charge of
all departments of government and
failed to pass a statehood bill. This
was a violation of a previous pledge
and was altogether reprehensible."
DEMOCRATS

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGESPAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

-

Vice-Preside-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year.....
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

$3.75
2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

-

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorn
New Mexico
Santa Fe
EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General

and

U.

S.

Land

Offices.

New Mexico

Las Cruces

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

statehood, and believe that he will
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
when Congress convenes. If he does
i,.
E. P. Davie, '.
A. B. Renehan,
maue
our
to
.ew
.we
help
promise
newspapermen in the Soul li west lives Mexic o the, most scrumptious
comAttorneys-at-Law- .
'
over in the Pecos valley. They not nion wealth in "the, American
federaPractice in tht Supreme and Disand tion.".
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a'
only publish bright,
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
sometimes ahead-of-datnewspapers,
New Mexico
Santa Fe
YOUR
LIFT UP
EYES.r
but fhey have had sense enough to
asThere was no doubt about it, the
organize and maintain an editorial
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(
sociation which is about to join the President was completely fagged out
(Late Surveyor General)
Seattle. He limped,
Attorney-at-Law- .
r.at'onal association. There is a com- when he reached
he was tired, he couldn't sleep and
and
Land
Mining business a spemunity of interests in the newspaper sweeping modifications had to be made
cialty.
and printing trade tnat makes an
in his further program. The journey
New Mexico
Santa Fe
of tnat nature especially had proved more exhausting than he
ftv:irable. At its recent meeting the had anticipated. Some of his immeHOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Pecos Valley Association appointed a diate entourage feared that he would
in the District Court as
Practic
committee to draft a publication law not able to finish the trip as planned.
well as before the Supreme Court of
But Carpenter, ihe secretary, who
to take the place of the present law.
the Territory.
The task will be easy if the commit- plans all things well for his chief, had
New Mexico
Las Cruces
tee will have public interest in mind provided for three days in the mounsolely and will not seek merely to tains and the forests before the PresiH. M. DOUGHERTY,
parcel out patronage to weeklies, dent proceeded to Los Angeles. CarAttorney-at-Law- .
dailies, English or Spanish papers, penter was wise for the Associated
in the Supreme and Dis
Practices
as was attempted by the last legisla- Press
dispatches say that those three
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
tive assembly, with the result that the days have worked wonders in the well
New Mexico
Secorro
publication law while a great im- being of the President. His step is
provement over former conditions, once more elastic which is saying a
WILLIAM McKEAN,
satisfies no one altogether, not even
good deal for a man weighing almost
What will be the largest irrigation
Attorney-at-Law- .
those who it is thought are getting 300
pounds. The President climbed system in the world, is described by
and Land Law.
the most benefit from it. That the
Mining
around in the hills, roughed it, slept in Sten
New Mexico
association is composed of clever
who is the engineer in Taos
Lund,
over trails
a board cabin, sprinted
of the Arroyo Hondo project,
newspapermen, is further emphasized until
charge
he was wet with prespiration in the
C. W. G. WARD,
by the following specimens from the
September number of the
-- M
'
Territorial District Attorney.
Hamiltonian
Mr. Lund,
resolutions passed and none of which
Incidentally,
who was chief engineer of the hydro-graphi- c For San Miguel and Mora counties.
are of the Slial hackneyed resolution consequence ue siepi iur unee inSU
J ne pure
rocu.
it ke the proverbial
New Mexico
class:
bureau of Argentine republic, Las Vegas
of the mountains was a tonic that tells of the resources and
air
"Whereas, Some genius of primitive eliminated the bad effect of the foul
opportunites
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
of South America. Mr. Lund, who is
history having made it the custom to air of
dance
rooms,
C. J. Roberta,
halls,
G. Northcutt,
reception
Jesse
a
of
member
AssociaHamilton
the
of
Club
have resolutions at Editorial
Attorneys-at-Law- .
tion meetings, and the undersigned banquet rooms and hotels; the plain Chicago, which publishes the Hamilfood of the woodman's cabin restored tonian is still a young man, a type of
Offices:
Raton, N. M., and Trini'
Having been appointed a committee
for that purpose, we beg leave to sub- to health the jaded digestive organs those foreignborn, energetic citizens dad, Colorado.
that had been pampered with deli- who in incredibly brief time conquer
mit the following:
G. V. PR1CHARD,
cacies, wines and strange culinary the disadvantage of a foreign lan"Resolved, We demand statehood.
to guage and foreign surroundings and
back
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
combinations.
Three
days
Attorney
This is a chestnut ot httv years
all the District Courts
in
Practices
il
forge ahead of American young men
standing, and we know we can't fresh- - IliltuIt' i,clluuu
attention to cases
and
who
special
had
have
gives
much
thouof
one
Taft
opportunPresident
is
greater
we
demand it anyen it up any, but.
only
ore
kef
the
Territorial.
Supreme Court.
to
win out, but who daudled
how. If we keep on demanding it, we! sands who have found health in the ities
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
too
often
in
or
convivial
obso
The
forests.
company
and
to
mountains
the
are going
make ourselves
to the rest of the country, est heritage that Santa Fe possesses found it necessary to stop in a saloon
GEORGE w. BARBER,
that they will see that we get it to is its mountains leaguered round about each day on their way to and from
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Attorney
work.
The
Hamiltonian
republishes
shut us up. As the magnificent
and its forests conserved for ever in
the District Court and
Practices
in
sources and essential facts of this the Pecos and Jemez national forests. Mr. Lund's picture and gives bioof the Territory.
Courts
Supreme
which
indicate
in
data
that
graphical
great territory have been ignored in There may be found health for every
Prompt attention given to all business.
considering our request for statehood, one, free of charge, without medicine every sense of the word Mr. Lund is Lincoln
Nevr Mexico
County
we might better just simply demand or surgery. But because it is all so a desirable citizen, one of a class
it as our right, and continue to raise simple and so cheap, comparatively which the recent growth and awakenCATRON & CATRON,
of Santa Fe has brought here.
cain until we get it.
the ing
few appreciate the blessing,
and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Attorneys
"Resolved, That we appreciate the beauty, which inspired and restored Only last week he was awarded a
Office:
Catron Block.
contract
to
a
build
of
part
presence here of Judge W. H. Pope, the strength of President Taft the last new
New Mexico
railroad between Chicago and Santa Fe
and the members of the city and the few days of last week. Scarcely one
Colorado
and
since
he
and
Springs,
valley bar. We believe in Judge Pope in a thousand in this old city ever lifts
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
first because it isn't safe to feel any his eyes in admiration to the everlast- his family have chosen Santa Fe as
and Counseler at Law
Attorney
home
their
for
the
Fe
Santa
present,
other way, and secondly and all the ing hills that almost crowd themselves
in all courts of Territory
Practices
in
his
fortune.
good
restly because he has proven that he upon his view. Every street offers a lejoices
Speaks Spanish.
is making an honest effort to en- new
'Phone 192 Black.
vista, every day a new picture,
force the law, and to make the condiSan Francisco will have its Portola Rooms 18 and
season a fresh panorama. In
19,
every
Laughlin Block
tions of life in the Pecos valley what
from the Festival next week. Kansas City, St.
N. M.
Cerrillos
street
Santa
down
Fe,
coming
they should be. We faithfully promise Indian school,
Louis, Xew York uind others of the
just before reaching
never to try to talk him out of makH. R. PUTNAM,
Hickox street, have you ever stood larger cities had great pageants the
ing us accept jury duty, and assure
past month or two. But not only
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
him that we recognize the fact that still a second to admire that perfect larger
communities
but smaller
Conveyancer.
his newspaper experience on the Xew mountain that rises at the end of the towns and villages have their annual
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
out
street
it
the
seems, blotting
sky? festivals that are characteristic in
Mexican together with his own efforts
Correspon .ents asking information
have combined to make him a pretty It is an almost prefect pyramid, but a many respects. In fact, some of the
tolerable sort of a judge. The lawyers pyramid in nature's colors. On its most picturesque- - of these feasts are concerning the Territory of New Mexare all our friends. They bring us face can be seen an immense cliff; its celebrated by small villages and ico promptly - answeredNew Mexico
their briefs when they don't send peak goes to a point; the side facing draw large crowds. Even Xew Mex Texico
them to Santa Fe, write up nice legal you is an almost perfect triangle ico Pueblos have something of that
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
notices at. a dollar a square, tell us with smooth surface. Viewed from an- sort and Santa Fe has its De Vargas
Bonds and Investments.
how to run our newspapers and en- other vantage point it is only one of day. This day should be made the
U.
S.
Commissioner for the Third
difdear themselves in so many other
the lesser hills
by nucleus of an annual celebration, of
ferent ways that we cannot mention Mount Baldy, but from that particular a historic pageant, of the giving of Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexloi
them all, but we love them just the point it looks like a Titan. Have you some miracle play in the open, to sig- Las Cruces
local bank references.
same.
ever scanned tne enure uiooa oinanze me opening ot the summer Eastern and
"Resolved, That we extend to our Christ range from near the Deaf and Chautauqua and incidentally to draw R. W. WITTMAN,
Draftsman.
retiring officers our sincere thanks for Dumb school? That majestic barrier crowds. In these suggestions lie the
M.
N.
Santa
Fe,
the intelligent and faithful perform- with its several peaks above timber- germs of ideas that if carried out
ance of their duties, which have all line, its altitude at several places ap-- j would make Santa Fe more famous
Copies made of official township,
mineral
along been conducted in a way that proaching 13,000 feet; tried to measure' even than it is, would bring here and small holding,
and grant
proves their fitness for most any old with your eyes the immense forests of circulate each summer thousands of plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
job the people see fit to give them, and pine and of aspen, have sought to dollars. The summer festival of
grant ;apers and other public records
seldom do."
the Tesuque and its branches to ta Fe would become widely known on file in the U. S. Surveyor General's
for
Fe
Santa
has
the real back ground office.
"Resolved, That a copy of these their source, have followed the meand-- '
resolutions be sent to Governor Curry erings of the Knox and other trails? for historic pageants, has the historic"
with our compliments, and our assur- The greatest artist never painted such associations has the summer climate.
CONY T. BROWN,
nanioer oi commerce
ance that we are perfectly willing for a picture and yet, here it hangs a umieu
Mining Engineer.
would
find
the
exploitation of ideas
him to rush things on that scenic against the horizon, unadmired by the
and Treasurer of New
Secretary
highway. It will certainly be a popu- crowds who would run a mile to see a of that kind profitable for the com- Mexico School of Mines.
lar way of bringing the members of weak imitation of it on a canvas. munity and its businessmen.
New Mexico
Socorro
this association together. Ties are Every way you turn at Santa Fe, from
not far enough apart for pedestrian-ism- . almost ever window and every door,' The purchase of the copper mines
OSTEOPATHY
Further, that we don't care a there are scenes of such incomparable in the Burro mountains in Grant
continental what party he belongs to,
and what is better, a few hours ty by the Phelps-Dodg- e
Company,
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
or whether he belongs to any, which walk or
drive will take you into the means that the new owners are in
treats acute and chronic
Successfully
some of us doubt. So long as he does
of scenes just as magnificent as session of a process that will make the diseases without
drugs or medicines.
his best to be governor and continues President
Taft found in Yosemite and large ore deposits of the Burros yield No charge for consultation. Office :
his present courtesy and friendliness
a profit. It means also that Silver No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
to the newspaper men, we are for him which led him to make the ecstatic
comment
he
is
this
than
City is to become a great town like Bis- - 12 a. m., and 2 to 5 d. m. 'Phone 156.
that
grander
until he needs calling down, when
had .believed it to be possible. Lift up bee or Douglas. It means further that
we will all do our humble best.
your eyes and view the Alpine beau- - New Mexico will enter the ranks with
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
"Resolved, That a copy of these ties
- Arizona,
Montana and Michigan as a
placed here by nature for your ad
Public.
resolutions be sent to President Taft
'
It means besides Santa Fe Notary
copper producer.
New liexico
at Albuquerque, and the invitation To miration and for your health!
"
j that
many mines and prospects in
Office with the New Mexican Printattend our next session be included
The leasing of the salt lakes in Tor - Grant county and as far away as the
with the same. He won't attend, and
ing Company.
ranee
and Socorro countfes to enter- - Mogollons will become producers and
we don't expect him to. It is the cus'
For Chapped Hands.
tom for the national authorities to prising local capitalists indicates the will increase in value manifold and
skin whether on the
confine their inspection of the Terri- development of an industry in which that a railroad will connect these
Chapped
Xew Mexico should be one of the lead camps as far north as Alma and hands or face may be cured in one
of
to
the
Rio
the
Grande
tory
valley
Chamberlain's
Salt, gypsum, lime, Gallup and will break new ground for night by
applying
and pass through here to the tune of ing producers.
New Salve. It is also unequaled for sore
a wood yard from a Pullman sleeper. while intrinsically not to be compared immigration and homeseekers.
three nipples, burns and scalds. For sale
We expect no exceptions at this late with gold, silver and copper, yet, have Mexico's future was assured
day. Mr. Taft is an old newspaper yielded as good profits as the average hundred years ago, but these later by all druggists.
man, and as such we claim him as gold mine, and in New Mexico are developments are hastening the day
If you want anyramg on earth try
one of us. We wish he would claim much more plentiful than precious when it will become one of the great-u- s
est states of the Union.
.
Ja New Mexican want "ad."
as one of his on the question of metals.
A
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The First National Bank
OF SANTA FE.

The o!dest bankirg institution in Xew Mexico.
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, Prf sidenl.
L. A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

Establi; hed

J. H VAUGHN, Cashier.

J, B.

READ,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

$75,000

Transacts a geLeral bankirg business in all its brancaes.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a' d sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money trausmiting agency
public'or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the;
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's;
time, Liberal advances made on con ignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al' orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

THE
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PALACE HOTEL
WLLUAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the

Best Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

the West

in

L?rge Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLA

V ASSilm

HOTEL

.isT

J. E. LACOME

s

i

Proprietor
Commodious Sample

ntm

long Distance Telephone Station.
Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Cood One,

the button we

FiSESS

do

the rest,

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

?

GO RON ADO
X"Lrst

RATES

Class Uastaa.ran.t
G.

50c and

OPEN Day &

up
Night

iaa. Coaa--

HOTEL
ectloaa.

LUPE H.ERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

d

j

San-trac-

...

coun-beaut-

pos-mid- st

'

AMERICAN
BY

PLAN

$1,50

THE WEEK

THE HOTEL NjORMANPlE
J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER fig

a
"SsiSf
coititectioit

LADIES' DINING ROOM
SANTA

e

j

l

EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND 75c
SPECIAL RATES

ROSWELL-TOERANC-

Ft, N.

zzttizz

M.

hotel

AUTOMOBILE

E

ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passenand expert Chaufgers. Courteous
feurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros1: 00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New liexico.
,
Kl Paso and all points on Rock Island
50 . lba. Any
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carrie
Hallway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv- - by notifying Company at Roswell.
.

U. S. MAIL

AND

PA SSENGER

Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agents for the Buick, Pope, Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswelland
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points In the
Valley and western New Mex-ic-

o

J. W. STOCKARD,

MANAGER

NOW IS THE TIME

-

To have that SUIT cleined, pressed aod put in good shape
We will do itjPTPT
for fall wear.
We will caarge

The Goldberg
PHONE

203

Cleaning
BLACK

and Pressing Establishment
208 WEST

PALAOK AVE.

'
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MONDAY,

11,
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young man who gets a bank pass
as he begins to earn money will some day sooner
or later be comfortably well fixed if not rich,
rhrough the fict that when a business opportunity
comes aong he will hive some money and credit
to grasp it. Every young man will find chances to
make money by having money to invest above his
actual necessities
OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US AND WATCH IT GROW.
1

Wed

states bank

&

trust

DIRECTORS
G. FRANKLIN

OFFICERS
G. FRANKLIN

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier.

J. B. LAMY

a-

t

There are hundreds of tl;t':tr
site would like to do to make her
wn home more coiio:inlile,
a' tractive and pleasant NVurlj
every wonum is a money saver
and she will help you wonderfully
to i,ay for a home.

C. I. Webher.

the

St. Joseph

Will

hard-

is a guest at th'
Claire.
I. Ileiip, a Denver traveling man.
was among Saturday's arrivals, stopping at the Palace.
R. H. Lathrop of. Denver, is anions
the traveling nii-iregistered at the

ware salesman,

;

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY
EVERYTHING

Phone No. S3

FREDERICK MULLER

We

Do

Sell

We will sell you a very desirable lion e on
ents which
rent money will rr.ake
jour
I ou t WHit.
now
Kegin
paying
for your home.
J.KT
t"8 EX PI A IN Ol lt

tyn

mXTKACT

1

1

'1:

I'll HA I'

It

MO-

NK Y.

GbO

M KIN SELL
2!4 San Francisco St.

Hon. Thomas P. Catron went to Albuquerque yi'sterday on legal buM
ness.
J. S. Goldsmith, a commercial man
from Denver, selling dry goods, is this wee;. He will go to Albuquerque on Thursday and will accompany
stopping at the Claire.
J. W. Campbell, a Kansas City, trav- the Governor to El Paso.
John Roberts, messenger in the exeling man, selling bakery goods, is
ecutive
office, went to Albuquerque
at
the Claire.
registered
Harry G. Wilson, a representative this afternoon to be with Governor
of the American Book Company or Curry during his absence from the
Capital.
Chicago, is a guest at the Palace.
Allan McCord, Roy Creiahton
and
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
has returned from a business trip to John Hall returned Saturday night
from a hunting trip near Mount Iialdy.
Clayton, Union county.
j
J. B. Davis, a traveling man from They succeeded in bagging a number
San Francisco, calling on the trade. of grouse.
A. T. Koch of the office of the terj makes his headquarters at the Palace.
District Attorney Alexander Read ritorial land commissioner, who acof Tierra Amarilla, who spent the past companied the Santa Fe baseball
last evening,
week in Santa Fe, left last evening for team to Albuquerque
will represent, the New Mexican durAlbuquerque.
Dr. C. H. Abernathy of Clovis, is ing the week's festivities at the Duke
here to take the. medical examination City.
W. Leninins of Tucumcari. is among
before the board of territorial examthose who have come to take the mediiners. He is a guest at the Claire.
Miss Maude Martin of Bisbee. Ari- cal examination before the territorial
zona, spent Sunday in Santa Fe Being board of medical examiners.
He is
on her way to Colorado to visit rela- quartered at the Claire.
tives. She was a guest at. the Palace.
Dr. F. H. Bates of Aztec, and Dr. C.
Charles E. Burton of Grand June-- . A. Weber of
Taos, are in town to take
tion, Colorado, a member of the U. S. the medical examination before the
Indian service, is in town quartered territorial
medical board. They are
at the Palace.
S. P. Jones, the well known and stopping at the Claire.
Dr. J. F. Fearce of Albuquerque,
from
popular traveling salesman
of the territorial board
Wichita, Kansas, is among the guests
of health and medical examiners, .is
at the Palace.
man in the capital to attend the sessions of
Milton A. Fall, a traveling
from Xew'York, is a guest at the the board. He is a guest at the PalClaire. He is handling a line of cloth- ace.
'
Fan-e- l
ing.
McGovern of Williams, Ariz.,
W. W. Green, a Chicago commercial
stopped over in Santa Fe last night on
man, is in town calling on the mer- his way to Colorado, where he will
chants. He is quartered at the Pal- visit relatives. He was a
guest at the
ace.
Palace.
C. J. Dawe. a grocery
salesman
. of
Trinidad, Colorado, is at the Palace, accompanied by his wife and
child.
Miss S. Knapp of Detroit, and Mrs.
LAUNDRY
J. A. Mehling of Cleveland, Ohio, are
WORK
in town enjoying the sights. They are,
quartered at the Palace.
Send Your laund y to the
M. R. Brown and S. E. Brown of
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Guthrie, Oklahoma, are guests at the '
Palace. They are in the city for 'the
at Albuquerque.
purpose of sightseeing.
Basket leaves Tuesday,
L. V. Frankel, a jewelry salesman
Returns
Friday.
from Denver, spent Saturday and
Sunday in Santa Fe, a guest at the AGENCY7 for Santa Fe at Kerr
Palace. He left this morning for the Birber Stiop;
north.
F. O. BROWN,
Phone No 122
A. J. Teare, chorister at the St.
John's M. E. church, who has been ill
Red
Agent.
for the past three weeks suffering
with typhoid fever is now on the road
'
to recovery.
E. Shrier, a New York traveling
man, is in town representing a clothing firm. He is registered at the
Claire.
W. M. Talen and wife, of Glorieta,
THE LEADING
spent the night in Santa Fe being on
their way home from Ojo Caliente.
They were guests at the Claire.
H. E. McCormick and wife of Tope-ka- ,
Kansas, are among the sightseers
in town. They are quartered at the
Claire.
Adolfo Espinosa, former postmaster
at Ranches de Taos is in town, a guest
at the Normandie.
THE
Dr.. P. S. Martin of Beaumont, Tex.,
is in town coming on acount of the
meeting of the territorial medical
board. He is stopping at the Palace.
Dr. W. p. Radcliffe. of Belen, treasurer of the territorial board of health
and medical examiners, is in town to
attend a session of the board. He is
"DOSS PATENT FLOUR
a guest at the Palace.
Miss Annie Fornoff and Miss Maggie
IS BEST because it
Fornoff, sisters of Captain Fred Forngives the bes. result, in
off, of the mounted police, left last
bread and 'pastry of aay
over
the
for
their
Fe.
Santa
night
home in Baltimore.
flour you cin buy.
I
W. F. Kase of Las Vegas, is here on
account of the session of the territorial medical board. He is a guest
Tt contains more Gluten
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PlflPO WILSON HEATERS
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LINOLEUMS
PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

INLAID

CH AIRS OF ALL KINDS

Charles Wagner Furniture

So0"

no?"3

HARDAWRE.

UNDERTAKERS,

FURNITURE,

Co.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Tbe Colorado fJatianal Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

Santa Fe,

Manager for Mew Mexico.
Catron Block

N. M.

THERE'S SOME CLASS TO THIS
A RBJAL AIRSHIP ONE THAT PLIES
THE GAME OP PUSH BALLON HORSEBACK
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
THE NT REISS CARNIVAL COMPANY
TWO TROOPS OP U. S. CAVALRY

BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
RELAY FOOT RACE
TWENTY CONVENTIONS

MARATHON RACE

TRADES PARADE
MONTEZUMA

BALL

THE 2:12 PACE "BULL DURHAM" STAKE $1000 GIVEN
BY BLACKWELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

29th Annual New Mexico Fair

W. G. TIGHT,

President

JOHN B.

TOER

11-1- 6

MiKUS,

BV

Secretary.

The Valley Planeh

Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH thU yar? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the best of home comforts with splendid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on tbe Pecos this j ear "was
"made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The Ashing season closes
-

H.5.

at the Palace.

j

.

October 15th.
,
Aie you aware that the grouse' and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year.
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
'
.
dancing floor In the territory.
Illiiatra.tad Fampiilet aaad. all Information,
J- RANCH, N. M
MILLER, Mgr.
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satit-ractor-

Come in and let us show
you the Ostermoor

ft. 'A

7A

!

and explain why it is proof against dust, moisture, and vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun hath.
Our stock-wil- l
enable you to examine and test before you buy.

Agents

EAST SIDE OF PLAZA.

Order from Us direct, or ehone to the Winter
Grooary or H. S ' Kaune and Co, until our
phone is ii place, Let us have your order for
regain gds or snpeial ordpr,

querque last evening and will not return until next week.
Howell Ervien, son of Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien, Is home from
where he attended the New Mexico Military Institute.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction A. Gallegos has returned
from Silver City, with his son, who
is ill with mountain fever.
Architect I. H. Rapp went to
on Saturday to be present at a
meeting of the regents of the New
Mexico Military school at which the
contract for the rebuilding of Lea
hall was awarded to Lyon & Axtell of
Santa Fe.
Mrs. Jose D. Sena has gone to Las
Cruces to visit relatives. Her husband, Mayor Sena, wilfjoin her after
Ros--wel-

I

""HE HOME BAKERY

Dr. T. B. Hart of Raton, president
of the territorial board of health and
medical examiners, is in town to preside at the sessions of the board this
week. He is a guest at the Palace.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the territorial mounted police, went to Albu-

SANITARY

FURS-FURS-WIWTE-

which is the vary Ufa of
and which
wheao,
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Another
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tSD BE
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PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

s

R-FU

fo- - it with
and we are
the newest
and snappiest line of beautiful furs ever shown
in the city.

PRICES RANGING

2.50

TO

25.00

be pleased to show them to you,
for when you see them we know it means a sale.
Just received also big line childrens jackets that
range in price from $2.00 t0 6.0O
would

"VVe

&

FROM

SiP

Flannel

Pcifaais

0

is

liglt

Bawas

j

THEY ARE NEW AND PRICES RIGHT

w.

N. jTOWNSEND

& CO.

THE RACKET STORE.

AMractszrAbstracts

Abstracts

NEW ABSTRACT DEPARTMEN In connection
with REL ESTATE & INSURANCE business;
experienced man in charge.

IF

YOU

WANT

A

CLEAR

TITLE TO YOUR PROPERTY,

O.

C- -

SEE

WATSON & COMPANY
gSANTA FE'

vitally

SEE

Every Stove Guaranteed.

COLD WEATHER IS HERE

UNESCO.

i
th

for Monarch Malleable Iron Ranges

Let us figure your heating and plumbing

1

VALLEY

NOW R2ADY FOR BUSINESS

BD

Yes, this is the
Ootermoor Mattress vou
have heard of and seen advertised
so many years.
The one that s built of
eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, which after
and sewed within the tick is
being hand-lai-d
ready for you to sleep on for the rest of your life
and then bequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations sleeping on the
same Ostermoor.
It has been in
use for fifty-tw- o
years and that is a pretty good
record for durability isn't it?
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Best Flour

and

ALBUQUERQUE

Wa

FIRST CLASS

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
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CHARLES
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R. H. HANNA

I

IN HARDWARE

Rent Money

Palace.

FLICK

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

Woman living in ri Fvortr
-tfd propfrty l i ir to
,ijr
imo a hnure of hfr own

i

W. S. DAVIS.

FLICK, President

I

today.

co

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000

About a H&oe

Sheriff H. M. Donny, of Alamogonlo,
is registered at the Claire.
H. H. Cate. an attorney from Alamo-gordU registered at the Palace.
Henry H. Huck. the Denver oil man,
is a guest at the Palace.
J. C Hodues", a Denver traveling
man, is registered at the Palace.
Juan Romero y Vadez and Ltici:e
no Trujillo of Pojuaque. are iu town

bo( k as scon

A

Ask lour Wife I

PERSONAL MENTION

Little itoney Ahead
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Blue Ribbon
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Malt Tonic
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ve and impregnable body by devising of justice shall have charge of the lu e control or tne masterful mind of
Prof.
obevinsr
his
Fenn,
slightest
ways and means of ascertaining and prosecution at the expense of the
Exposition $13.40
and commands.
determining the actual value of rail- - United States.
is
It
a
wonderful sight, mystifying,
Mr. Stephens also suggests that to
road properties, also providing for
Good returning Nov. 8th
the appointment, of district cominis- - place the commission beyond success- - still a beautiful spectacle.
A grand Military band is also carsioners and the taxing of attorneys' ful attack in its position and findings
TO THE EAST & NORTH
Train arrives in El Paso
fees against the carriers in favor of as to excessive earnings, the value ried and concerts will be given on the
8 a. m. In time for good
day
in
Via
Now
effect
the shippers in all cases where the of the railroad properties must be as grounds and at the plaza durins the
Sight-seein- g.
of
are
in
successful
or
the
whole
engagements
in
Santa
company
certained and determined, addin in
petitioners
e, starting Tuesday, October 19,
n part in their litigation.
P. I YNG,
'dosing his argument:
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
As this presentation, including a
I City Freight & Passenger Agent
Saturday night, October 23.
"This should be done under some
review of Spokane's fight against the
appropriate procedure for that specific
transcontinental lines, for equitable pUrpose so as to insure the accuracy
W.
Sl
E.
rates on west ' uounci snipments irom am, reiiai,ilit.v thereof. This can not
St. Paul and common points, was ,,e
acC0mplished any other way than
made at the request of President Taft, w thp fp(W!
A. N. BROWN
For full particulars,
nvprmen: wa
there are reasons to believe that his of the
V. & S, W.
U. P. A.-- K,
involved. When
Address
great
expense
Kl Paso Texas.
forthcoming message to Congress will that is done, the proceedings before
recommend the adoption of these pro
commission will be greatly simplivisions in part or in full to success- the
fied
and the fixing of rates expedited;
fully cope with the situation.
Mr. Stephens
directs President many discriminations and injuries
to
Taft's attention
the fact that the
law permits the railroad companies to cured and man' "njust and arbit''ary
U-16TIL,
go into the courts and ask for in charges reduced."
junctions against the orders of the
commission, whereas the law contains RUSH TO FILE
DAMAGE SUITS AT EL PASO.
no similar provision with reference to
the rights and property of the shipper.
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 11. Following
PRESIDENT TAFT WILL BE THERE OCT. 15th
It is suggested that the law be
amended so that the shippers will the important decision of Federal
Tickets will be on sale Oct 9chtol6th.
have the right to ask for a restrain- - JudRe Maxey on Wednesday, in regard
ing order against unreasonable rates to the filing of damage suits against
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Returnrjimit, Oct. 18th
and that the court shall determine railroads in 'that court, there were
what is an equitable rate and then three suits for personal injuries filed
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
in the 34th district court yesterday
refer the matter to the
body to fix and enforce these rates, aftrenoon, each for $30,000.
TAFT DIAZ MEETING
Jake Jones, who avers that he was
Dealing with this phase of the law,
El Paso October 15th.
Mr. Stephens says that it seems employed by the Southwestern as a
'
axiomatic that the shipper should bridge carpenter on February 9, 1909,
have the same remedies and the same alleges that he was engaged in work-right- s
under the act as do the ship. jng 0n the bridge when a work train
Via
pers, adding:
came along contrary to rules and regu- Round Trip from Santa Fe, Dates of sale. Oct. 14 15. 16
"In principle there cannot be any lations and knocUed him from the
Return Limit, Oet. 18th
u,,rac,ire uLwu wie snip- - bHdee. a distance of 30 feet to the
puiu.c
per and the common carrier. If it is ground, seriously injuring him.
DENVER
taking property without due process, J. J. Heverson, a switchman emMASONIC MEETING
of law to require the common carrier'
he
the
Santa
that
by
Fe,
alleges
ployed
to carry the property of the shipper
Albuquerque N M Oct. 18-2- 3
the employ of that company at
at an unreasonably low rate, and for was in
Still in effect to all
Junta, Colo., on February 19, 1909,
that reason it is a confiscation of the La
whe switching cars his lantern went
neces-it
carrier's
property,
follows,
' out and he was thrown from a car
points.
sarily, that it is confiscation of the
Round Trip from Santa Fe, On sale Oct. 15th to 23rd.
shipper's property to charge or col- sustaining internal and external injurFor further Information make inquiry of
Return limit Oct. 25th. 1909.
lect from the shipper anything in ex ies and lost an arm. He alleges that
cess of a reasonable rate or reason- - the oil in the laraP was of inferior
P. H. McBIilDE, A?ent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
able charge, and to the extent that Quality ad asks for $30,000.
GO Via. fhB
1 F8
SANTA PR. N. M.
George C. Cound. a Santa Fe brake-ablthe shipper is charged an unreason-- '
El Paso.
inrate, the shipper's property la man, asks for $30,000 damages for
taken without due process of law and juries alleged to have been sustained
KKAU hiVN
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a little patch

is a new national air needed.
He de- of a woman of high social standing
of garden truck cover-- KING OF BAND MASTERS
COMING TO SANTA FE. clares that the great national air will She has accounts at all of the leadins
in? three hundred acres and cultivated
not come until there is a great na- stores and is an active shopper. She I
under the direction of J. T. Pierce,
(Continued From Page Three.)
I
gowned.
will be another surprise for Mr. Taft. A Splendid Pronram Is To Be Given tional patriotic crisis on which the will sweep in, handsomely
(
fosome
be
sent
of
order
out
will
minds
all
the
expensive finery
people
sent a committee to Beverly and pre- After the President has been told
and Many New Pieces
to her home and then lean over the
And from this
tremendous
cused.
vailed upon the President to give more 'how much these particular sections of
Played.
concentration there will come the in- counter and whisper in the employe's
FurnU!
looms. Mrs. L. A. Harvey.
time to the city. Their arguments the big property are netting his
of spiration to the man destined to ear: 'Could ou be kind enough to
Fort Sam brother, .1. Tunilinson, the boss cow
won over the President.
John Philip Sousa. composer
.
I fin,
that
FOR SAI.K He.iting stove, cheap,
and stirring marches write the great national air. There lend me some catlap-Houston, at San Antonio, is now the puncher, is going to have his inning. the world-famecome
are
from
have
11-without
home
away
imagined
written
every
Cerrillos.
day
an
and
is
of
His
enthusiast,
numbers,
the
in
acknowledged
purisdiction covers
greatest
point
greatest garrison,
the writers to be the national airs my purse.' The loan is always forthof all the military reservations.
area, and it has been much of a puzzle judge of the best in the horse world. bybut
a national air cannot be written coming and is included in the bill, for
W'ANTKD
Position as housekeepWhile his love for the equine tfibe
For months preparations have been how to show it al within a short
The
her story is well known. She is an er. Address Sisters Sanitarium.
at the right time.
except
him
the
held
us
has
to
loyal
time.
adapting
at
the
erican
under way for the reception
war might have been ether 'fiend' and is under treatment
l here are rlother men on the use of the somewhat quicker auto- thai
PniMins Christi. Im
Tuft rannh
but
it wasn't long enough and close surveillance.
time,
FOR RENT, OR SALE A gooo
has
Sousa
the
mobile,
past
during
the four davs that he remains on the property who would like to show the summer
and
tile
didn't take it seriousadJ. B. Sloan.
people
a
into
staunch
typewriter,
developed
accom-I,be
There
great estate known as "La Quinta'- President what they have been
inspiraly
might
enough.
March
motor
vocate
of
the
"The
boat.
will have zolfinz. hunting, fishing, plishing, but that is out of the quesc -FOR R
Furnisher! room, bath,
King," has a 35 foot craft of his own tion in the silent economic revolution
tion.
far
has
been
but
Thus
there
fine
cattle
the
admire
we are now said to be undergoing, but
to
a
chance
,and
AND
MINING
MINES
a
Phone 2:il.
Free
with
"The
design,
light.
Lance,"
one
to
a
suffer
keen
disappointment six
his brother Charles has down there,
cycle engine equipment of 00 horse there is too much difference of opinwhich will be paraded before him by over the coming of the President. He power, the remarkable speed of 26 ion en the subject, says Sousa.
FOR RENT Furnished house. Adis the carpenter who had charge of
the proud manasers.
miles an hour has been accomplished.
Mrs. S. S. Sutherland, 207 Chap-ell- e
dress
the construction of the special bath In a
j
Operations at Nogal Report has it
Thus for four days the capital of the
very recent regatta entered into WHY FEDERAL CHECK IS
street.
house on the beach for the President.
NEEDED ON DOPE HABITS. that operations are to be resumed on
United States will temporarily be lo
by the craft afloat on the Saranac in
the American mine at Xocai, Lincoln
New York state,
Sousa's summer
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
.cnted at Gregory, Texas, one of the 111 U11&
as- - county.
Although rich in gold ore, rooms with
11.
ltTL ill
New
and
Illiir
Oct.
UlllHlllls
Chicago.
on
home
located
on
Taft
It
the
towns
Saranac,
property.
being
small
upper
private family. Address
the mine has been closed down for P. O. Box 27:1.
for the and six in width, which he believed "The Free Lance" scored a clear vic- founding facts about the spread of the
w. 1 be a fine opportunity
the tory on a very windy day. The re- cocaine habit have been secured pre years.
accommodate
Pres'dent to recuperate from the would be ample to
difficult
was
rather
It
a
President.
sult caused the winning of much fav- paratory to the final drafting of the
Biggest Mine Deal in History of
SELECT BOARD AND ROOMS
fatigue of his long trip. There is to matter to
him that Mr. orable comment also, as middle Sara- - bill to place habit forming drugs tin- - New Mexico Phelps-Dodgto
and Corn- - Those desiring same phone Black 100.
explain
Presisome
for
the
real seclusion
be
tier regulation by the bureau of in- pany of New York, the owners of the Reasonable
Taft could safely pass through an or
terms; near Capitol.
dent, as only a few of the members
ternal revenue which will be intro- EI Paso & Southwestern railway and j
He is now thordoor
opening.
dinary
to
him
of the party will accompany
of of extensive miles and smelters in
session
duced during the next
disappointed over the reports
LOST One 16" boot,
probably
the mansion which Charles P. Taft oughly
Congress. The Currier Commission Arizona, especially at Bisbee and stolen by dogs from piazza at corner
he had of the Presidents size.
acmen
has built. The newspaper
addicfor
the investigation of drug
For the coming of the President,
Douglas, have purchased the proper- of Manhattan avenue and Galisieo
companying the President will have
tions has received from state boards ties of the Burro Mountain Mining Street. Finder
some
furniture
has
please return to this
however,
special
their headquarters several miles from
of charities and corrections reports
in the Burros, Grant county, office and get reward.
Company
the ranch, and the only communica- been manufactured. Included in this
i
,
.... i tiujiiu i
ami iniormaiion wmcn win go iar to ,.
t
me uuuhiueiiiiiuii
tion will be the private telegraph and is an immense dining table in order
.
.
. .
of the meas- FOR SALE A secoiM-hanenactment
, .
steam
prompt
mipell
some
President
the
that
might
give
telephone.
in good condition.
boiler
lire to check the further spread of
It will b
The
of
the
the
to
and
history
Territory.
dinners
suppers
the cocaine curse and the lesser evils
Joseph F. Green, the manager of the his friends. There are also some
a rail- disposed of at very low price. Apply
very
of morphine and opium by federal mines are copper producers and
Taft estate, had everything in shape
road which will be built immediately, to the New Mexican Printing Comabout
regulation.
a month ago. The construction of the generous "easy" chairs scattered
pany.
through the great mansion and its big
Two members of the commission, has been surveyed to the properties
golf links was the greatest puzzle for verandas.
to
be
but
is
this
from
Silver
City,
Charles W. Collins and John Day
Mr. Green. He is conversant with
paid well, but the cost of transportahave made public some of their ac- extended to Deming which is reached tion was considered too
will be broken only
His
there
visit
while
about
is
worth
that
heavy to wareverything
on one day, when he goes to Corpus
cumulated evidence in an article in by the El Paso and Southwestern lines. rant further shipments. Another valraising stock and farming, but the
W. B. Conner, J. B.
Sold Zinc Mine
of
They
Everyday Life for October.
uable property is situated in Hembril-lScotch game proved an unknown Christi to address the delegates
Wade and S. R. Dunagan have sold
describe
the
"sniffers''
and
to
the
Inland
"jabbers"
Convention,
next
Waterways
canon belonging to the Alamo Minquantity. So Mr. Green did the
of the world of dope, the victims oT their zinc mine in the Ias Animas
& Development Company, consistbest thing, and kidnaped the amateur speak to the residents of that city, and
ing
El
to
western
in
Grant
county,
morphine and chloroform and ether range,
oysa group of seven claims showing
of
ing
golf champion of Texas, Robert H. probably attend an
most
Paso parties for $8,000. Three cars of
inhalation. They say:
of Corpus nac is recorded as being the
copper,
gold, silver and bismuth. Tin
Connerly, of Austin, and brought ter roast. The people
Adirondack
in
lake
the
ore
mine
been
have
dangerous
from the
"Another affecting 'human docu
shipped
on formaliclaim of this group shows a
principal
along another expert, Frank M. Lewis, Christi will not go strong
under breeze.
can be re- to Mineral Point, Wis.
ment' from morphine-lanview on the surface from 10 to S feet
of San Antonio, to decide where the ties, merely inviting the President
Sousa's comparative praise tor this, COrded in the form of a letter which
At Kelly
mill at wide on which about 200 feet of work
The
President should play golf. The ex- over as a neighbor.
the newest of motor appliances, tw writers have received, anonymous
runbeen
Socorro
has
county,
Kelly,
to
be
leave
will
his
The
links
President
has been done, consisting of a vertical
shows it far superior to automobiling. but none the less vital on that ac- perts have declared the
is
zinc
carbonates
and
shiplately
ning
shaft 90 feet deep with drifts at the
fit, and the President should derive brother's ranch Friday night, October The necessary requirement of motor co,11)t
'1
am a morphine
It reads:
50 foot level and at the bottom of the
some reat sport there.
22, at 7:20 o'clock, making an easy boating does not tax the owner to the user, and got the habit from a phv- - ping zinc carbonates daily.
San
San
Andreas
District
Andreas
he
starts
to
danrun
where
shaft all showing good ore. A small
is
less
"auto"
and
again
the
of
Houston,
recreadegree
sician who gave it to me for neuralBut that is only one of his
tions. The President is going to his "one night stands." Houston is to gerous. No chauffeur to govern, no gia, a disease that is responsible for mining district, Socorro county, has carload of ore has been shipped from
hunt wild cats and other game which be a brief stop. He will arrive there tires to replace, no speed laws to many morphine victims. I have found lanorea unuer a gieai aisaavamage in- this porperty which showed smelter
constables to it hard, and held it down fairly well regard to transportation facilities, be- returns of $97.50 per ton. All the other
Mr. Green at 7:10 a. m., leaving at 10:30 a. m. break nor hawk-eyeabounds down there.
to
no
a
one: these for years, and yet it is a terrible inS situated midway between the San- - claims of this group have a small
dust
Houston
includes
at
evade,
The
worry
program
scf ured Texas and secured a pack of
a
of
are
the
few
begative points in thing. But it is brutal to think of ta Fe railroad on the west side of the amount of development done on them
celebrated hounds noted for their breakfast by the prominent business
his
motor boat. The taking it away from the sufferers! range and the El Paso & Southwestern and without exception they show high
for
the
will
which
argument
President
after
the
men,
fighting qualities. In the language of
over the wa- First they must have some treatment, on the east. The distance to either grade ore. About two miles north of
the natives, these "cat" dogs "can't be make a public address. Probably all fascination ofin whirling
a safe and swift boat some help, or else many of them will road is about 35 miles, consequently it this
ter's
surface
at
be
will
children
the
school
massed
grout) is the property of Georgebeat." The President will have this
is most alluring and obliterates the (ie and more will suffer the torments is very difficult to get capital interest- - E. Stone in Grand View canon. A con- of
to
him.
welcome
the
Many
depot
both
during daylight
thrilling hunting
committee.
need of a '"good-roads- "
of the dammed. I am a business man, ed on account of the long haul to rail- - siderable amount of development work
hours and after dark. But he will not the residents of Galveston will join
"Commodore" Sousa has reluctantly well read, a hard worker, and one roads. The mountains are highly min- has been done on these claims and a
at
GalvesHouston.
in
celebration
the
Several
to
on
horseback.
have
hunt
given up the helm for his baton and who realizes the awfulness of the eralized along the main contact of quantity of good ore is piled up on the
large automobiles recently reached the ton is but fifty miles distant.
will be seen in front of his band in habit I have. Is there no
help for me? ijme and schist and a great deal of different dumps but no shipments have
exis
From Houston the President is to this
Taft ranch, and the President
city on October 19th at the Elks' The medical fraternity ought by all prospecting on the surface has been been made. This property has a very
on
to
these.
in
the
and
chase
the
a
make
probgo
run,
daylight
pected
theater.
means to do something, for thousands done, showing hisrh evade Conner ill al
krr rtmmsit nf hlsmnth' Khmiinr on
Some of the cowboys down there no abilities are that he will make several
i ne loiiow ius anisic amjeaifu in an or inem are to oiame ior me careless most everv instance with small values one of the claims. Ash canon and Doe
longer shy at an automobile, and one brief speeches at some of the larger eastern newspaper and is very inter- - manner in which they have handled
in ol(, a,,i diver
qPveral nronerties Spring canon have also a good showor two of these will always be with places before Dallas, the north Texas
the drug and caused their patients to h
esting:
b
worUed with sood results. ing and a great deal of prospect work
the President to show him how to metropolis, is reached. The Dallas
Something About Sousa.
uuuie ia.in. .u one uu ea.ui ex- - but no deep snafts have bepn put has been done. B. Wertnian has run n
tree the cats and then finish them.
Chamber of Commerce will send a
If you are one of the tew un re cept my good ana loyal wife knows
the deepest being on the proper tunnel in Doe Spring canon about 200
Then there are lots of the "Billy delegation of one hundred business generate persons
still of my affliction personally, and she down,
left who
Hembrillo Mining Company feet deep on a quartz vein about four
of
the
Possums" on the Taft ranch. Because men to Houston as an escort to the mark time when the band plays a will tell the druggist it is for herself ty
the President is partially responsible President while traveling to their march, you haven't kept pace with she buys the stuff, in order to shield in Hospital Canon, which is down feet wide and has developed a fine
about 1G5 feet, showing high grade showing of ehaleopyritic ore. A largo
for bringing that animal into the lime- city. The President will reach Dallas thf nrncrsss nf refined taste
So me. God knows T want a nro '
ore the wl?oIe width of.the shaft' The n,imbe' of Inspects have been opened
half-hounatr
23.
on
men
the
A
Taft ranch
at 5:30 p. m., October
light, the
says Sousa, and Sousa has made and' "The lonely 'jabber' has been dea crosscut up all along the range and dozens of
h
chase
as
to
an
him
to
scribed
march
enter
want
the
nlaved
to
tvne
all
make
marches
he
of
niornhinism
address
is
later
enough
urally
800
ixmn
of
feet
in
about
length to small ore dumps can be found besides
Gento
now
one
of
these.
time
of the 'sniffer'. In a former
what
and land for him at least
at the Dallas fair grounds, which is the armies from Xerxes'
Shaffer's (remember
The 'possums down there are reported the home of the largest state fair eral
him?) article of this series the rncnine vie- - tan the lea(1 at about 350 feet depth shallow shafts usually about 10 feet
Ho ralla the ner- - tim has heoii thnrmiixhlv r.hmi.t. f''01H the surface. The Workers have deep. These prospect holes are usu
to be fat, and fit for the epicure. So in the south. Following this address nrnnnrl the
ally near the lime and schist or lime
the President stands a good chance he will be briefly shown the fair sons who mark time when the band ized, and he may be passed by. with onl' about 100 feet more to go to
the
distance
arid
when
estimated
1'lete
his
"The
bottle
foot
and granite contact and are a sure in- foot
'heaven
they
"the
of
dust'
his
brigade."
of getting more '"possum and 'taters." grounds, and then return to the city
brigade," says Sousa, "has passed by blower, as a repellent, incredibly jle- - expect to strike a good showing of ore dication that with development large,
And there are in Texas a number of where a banquet will be served.
left of it are the stragglers. based figure of the slums. But there judging by the appearance of the ore quantities of ore will be found. All
and
darkies who know just how o 'possum
The President will remain in Dallas The what's
music in the people is no is another kind of 'sniffer' more un - in the bottom of the shaft. Several the canons have good springs of water
love
of
should be prepared.
over night, leaving for St. Louis Octheir
feet but in their heads. usual and more bizarre the inhaler carloads of copper were shipped from and plenty of wood for camping pur-thi- s
in
longer
It has been so long since a gun tober 24, at 8:30 a. m. Dallas will
j of ether or chloroform.
That's the difference."
property a few. years ago which poses can be got on the mountain side
was fired in certain parts of the Taft
be his last stop in Texas.
probably
And
is
he
"Insomnia and nervousness form
too,
dead,
ragtime
pasture that some of, the game is alTaft Banquet at San Antonio.
is dead the starting point for etherism; pro- says. The reason rag-tim- e
most gentle. As the President seemSan Antonio, Tex.. Oct. 11. Would is Decause we ra au
to ne iessionai men ana society women
ingly does not fancy shooting, much a man get his money's worth at a more refined. For thegeuing
same reas- comprise the majority of its slaves.
unof the game will be unmolested,
spread that cost him $15 a napkin if on the foot brigade has disbanded. Here, at any rate, the malpractice of
less the members of his party decide corned beef and cabaSe were served? Also
(for the same reason) there is doctors cannot be blamed. A casual
on i bit of sport of this kind
There is only one way in which this a greater demand for good music than whiff at the stopper of a bottle
t
Aside from two or three of the could be done and that lies in the disince Sousa has been vokes drowsiness when needed; the
time
any
diversions which Mr. Green has ar- rection of holding-capacitStill fif- playing and writing marches. Fur- - experiment is repeated with deeper
ranged, there will be no unusual teen dollars would buy considerable ther specifications
the snd longer inhalations each time; and
concerning
e
amusements, and above everything quantities of the article named. For failure of
are as follows:! a ruinous habit is scon established.
there will be no Wild West shows. this reason the Taft banquet will be a Rag-tim- e
was purely imitation after Fortunately, this is a vice Oat is
That particular sort of amusement is matter of
choice wines, and the appearance of the first
rarely contracted through ignorance;
about as far removed from the Taft
table decorations. Instead song; the people got tired of it, and but the 'loving friends' of the dissipa-th- e
expensive
ranch as is possible. Under the direc- of the connective "and" all manners of
more they realized how bad it tion make it dangerous enough to the
tion of the President's brother and "A la's" and "au's" will decorate the was.
world.
,
Would you believe it? The people
Mr. Green, there is a new era of!
"Foreign exchange through matri- Vnowledee of French will
on be the
are
more
to
for
hanker
between American money and
modern thrift and commercialism
mony
beginning
man
to
the
flrgt prerequisite
the Dig property, une oi tne striKing who wishes to participate in the gor Wagner, says Sousa. The Tannhaus-- j European titles usually ends disasfeatures is the packing plant now geous spread intelligently., inougn er Overture is getting strong, and the trously, but few of these matches have
hoi polloi are crying for selections had a more tragic story than that of
building, for which the Taft properties Mayor Callakhan has primitive
the Due de Chaulnes and Theodora
raise the cattle. This packing tiong in the matter of gastronomy and from "Tristan and Isolde."
"The increasing refinement among Shonts, daughter of the railroad man
house will have a capacity of 150 head tried t0 put them though the enter-o-f
people is refining brass band pro- who, for a time, was in charge of the
cattle daily, and it will be en- - tainment committee uttered a very
TUESDAY OCT. 19
Panama
the March King.
canal
De
as business warrants, which phatic-"nioperations.
on the corned beef and grams," says
He's the versatile person,
this Chaulnes died suddenly and under pe-- l
will probably be at an early day, be- - j
cabbage proposition" for the reason Mr. Sousa. Look what he is doing cucnar circumstances, within recent
P.
Taft
of
cause
the contracts Charles
that at least $15 per woud have to be all at once:
recollection, leaving his bride of a
has secured to supply the comrais- - j charged to secure elimination of the
1. He's traveling over the country few months with an unborn heir. It
saries in Panama.
V
fry. Who would eat beef and with his band.
has been asserted, and the facts bear
' small
Further than this, there are going a(. tnat j,rice
2. He's
out the report, that De Chaulnes sufthe
finishing
putting
to be some
factories to!
new play "The Glass fered from an
touches
his
to
in the
of ; the
consume
the
"While in the army in 1863 1 was Blowers."
If
this
is not absolutely true
drug.
slaughtering houses. W. T, George, taken with chronic diarrhoea," says
3. He's writing a new novel, based in this particular case, there are otfr
v
ah expert in the packing house busi-.- l George M. Felton of South Gibson, on hunting.
200- - People
200
16 High Class Shows
erg which could be verified by sorness, is in charge of this (particular Pa. "I have .since tried many reme
4. He's writing a new march.
rowing women who have sold their
..
dies but without any permanent repart of the Taft properties.
5.
Biggest Event Ever Held in Santa Fe.
He does some hunting while he happiness for titles, if their lips
Land is now being broken for the iief until Mr. A. W. Miles of this place travels.
would speak the trutn.
: GRANO FREE ACTS
:
:
,:
greatest cotton plantation in the ' persuaded me to try" Chamberlain's
How does he do it?
"To prevent such a fatal outcome,
This field will extend from Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
world.
which
365
are
is
in
"There
the year,"
liable to happen when sleep
days
the town of Taft to Portland, a dis- - j one bottle of which stopped it at he answers.
comes on with the ether bottle still
tance of sixteen miles, skirting both once." For sale by all druggists.
at the nostrils, the sophisticated
The Busy Man.
V
sides of the railroad track. Thousands
His last opera, the "Free Lance," practicers of this habit resort to an
ran two seasons; his last two novels expedient which
of acres will be planted in addition to
It, is an admitted fact that real
physicians' caseland already under cultivation, tate, financial men and merchants all have had a good sale; he has written books, coald their secrets be reveal- I
The manager of the farm department, say that quickest and best results aie 100 marches. He considers "The ed, would locate in many a fashionC. A. Williams, is going to show the obtained by advertising in the New. Stars and Stripes" his best It was able bed chamber. A sponge is sus
written in 1897. Sousa thinks there pended over the head of the bed by.
President over this part of the ranch. Mexican.
an elastic cord.
Moistened
with
ether, it is held over the nose and
mouth until sleep approaches. Then,
released, it flies out of reach and the
Cures Biliousness, Sick
system sufferer
from Insomnia falls into the
and
clears
Sour Stom-

TO BEGIN TEXAS END OF TRIP.
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Headache,
ach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic Constipation.
Pleasant to tall

DEI HQ

Laxative Fruit Syrup
HOLD BV ALL

DRUGGIT.

Haek

Clean sis the

thoroughly
sallow complexions oi
pimples and blotches.
It la

guaranteed

longed-fo- r

stupor.
"Etherism developes personal peculiarities as marked as those of co-

s
caine. The
and clerks
of the retail district In Chicago are
all familiar with the strange actions
shop-keeper-
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120 San Francisco St.

Call op 132 Black for Carriages.
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JUST RECEIVED
&

11,

1909.

humidity at C a. ra., 90 per cent. Rela trees, 770,000 peach trees, 571,882 pear PITTSBURG WINS THIRD GAME.
humidity at C p. m., 37 per cent. trees, 107,900 cherry trees and 27,202
MINOR CITY TOPICS tive
(Continued from Page One.)
Relative humidity, average for tin plum and prune trees, or 3.399,402 of
64 per cent.
snow on a total of 11,212,511 trees reported in
of
Depth
day,
j
Cobb hit into right
ground at 6 p. m., a trace on north the state at the close of 1908. The vancing Byrne. for two
bases scoring
to more field bleachers
fruit
of
amounted
of
shipment
side
buildings.
J
Denver, Colo., Oct. 11.
D. Jones. Bush scores on Crawford's
exis
900
and
cars
this
it
19U9.
than
year
10.
X.
M., Oct.
Santa Fe.
Weather forecast for New
to Absteiu. Delehanty
Maximum temperature, G2 degrees, pected that the trees coming into bear- out, Wagner
Mexico: Partly cloudy tonight
flies out. Two runs.
will
1910
and
in
1,000
cars,
m.
yield
Minimum, temperature, ing
at 3:35 p.
frost in
and Tuesday with
The Score.
32 degrees at 5:50 a. m. Mean tem- growers look for an equal number to
north portions tonight.
R. H. E.
come
into
thereafter
bearing yearly
perature, 47 degrees. Departure from
8 11 2
Pittsburg
15
years, until the total Detroit
Sheriff H. normal, minus a degrees. Relative hu- for from 10 to
6 11 :j
Up for Sheep Stealing
6 a. m.. CC per cent. Rela- yield is almost beyond prebent
at
to
midity
last
arrived
night bringing
and
Maddox
Batteries
Denny
Gibson,
the penitentiary Bias Duran, sentenc- tive humidiay at 6 p. m., 32 per cent.
Works
and
Summers,
Willett,
for the
Relative humidity, average
ed to two years for stealing sheep.
Schmidt.
Johnstone
and
Umpires,
RESPITE
Lacked a Quorum The members of day, 49 per cent. Lowest temperature MONTH'S
O'Laughlin.
SANTOS
FOR
ORTIZ.
Temthe nenitentiarv board failed to hold during last night. 34 degrees.
'
a regular meeting on last Saturday pcrature at 6 a. m. today, 34 degrees.
WAS WOMAN MURDERED
(Continued from Page One.)
a Year Ago Today Today one year
OR WAS IT SUICIDE?
owing to the fact that a quorum was
not present.
broodago was a clear warm day with 100
Oct. 11. Constant
Denver,
Sumner. The
Grand Hinh Priest Will Be Here
over her encounter with John
per cent of sunshine. The maximum lands north of Fort
ing
is to reclaim
60,000
Grand High Priest C. D. Boucher of temperature was 67 and the minimum Urton project
Wiggins, 61 years old, nine weeks ago
acres and the Carey Act board will when she fired a bullet into his breast,
East Las Vegas, will be in Santa Fe was 46.
Trouble With Bond Issue Portales soon aK ior uias ior us cuubu-uu-tiothis evening, and will be present at
through a closed door, resulted in the
under the Carey Act.
the meeting of Royal Arch Chapter is having trouble to place its $75,000
attempt of Mrs. Esther Ayers to end
Big Power Project Approved.
her life by poison at her home at 3150
municipal bond issue because failure
No. 1 tonight.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Lawrence street. After swallowing a
Santa Fe Team Defeated At Albu- to take census before incorporation.
Sullivan
been
bonds
have
today approved the applica- dozen bichloride of mercury tablets
The
repeatedly
querque yesterday, the Santa Fe base
tion of Charles Springer of Cimarron the woman for more than an hour reball team was defeated by Albuquer- turned down.
Commercial Club Reorganized The for 95 second feet of the Rio Hondo sisted the efforts of surgeons to save
que to the tune of a score of 8 to 5.
Club of Portales has reor- in Taos county, to be utilized to de- her. She is now a prisoner in the
Commercial
Today the team from this city crossed
The project insane ward of the county
T. E. Mears, presi- velop 5,000 horsepower.
by
electing
ganized
Socorro.
from
bats with that
and and may die from the effects hospital
of
$200,000.
an
first
vice
B.
.
demands
;
president
J.
outlay
Priddy,
of the
Bound Over to Grand Jury At
feet
dam
an
vice
earth
include
A.
will
forty
presiFairly, second
poison.
before Justice of the Peace' dent; J.
30
T. J. Molinari, secretary; Ben high, 115 feet long at the top and
Found Dead in Her Room.
Wasson, the two. McHan boys of near dent; treasurer.
bottom. It will be
at
the
feet
Clad
in costly clothing and wearSmith,
Moriarty, were bound over to the
with rock. The approval is ing splendid diamonds and other valeach
sum
in
$000
of
the
grand jury
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
subject to prior rights and to a pro uable jewelry, the body of a beautiful
the Johnson boy in $1,000 on the
AWARD CONTRACTS. vision that the water is returned to young woman,
who registered as
charge of larceny.
the stream within 500 feet below the "Miss Munson, Colorado Springs" was
Reception to Rev. E. C. Anderson
Wood-Davi- s
found in a room at the Clayton, SixCompany Are the Success- power house.
A public reception will be tendered
The application of B. B. Ownby of teenth and Lawrence streets, where
ful Bidders
Will Also Install
Rev. E. C. Anderson, in the nature of
Lordsburg, Grant county, for six sec- she may have been murdered or comPlumbing.
a farewell party, tonight at S o'clock
ond feet of flood waters from arroyos mitted suicide fully sixteen hours beat St. John's Methodist Episcopal
On last Saturday afternoon the coun near Lordsburg to irrigate 467 acres fore. The initials "M. B." mono-grame-d
church. Every one is invited.
on her jewelry and embroid
commissioners met and opened bids of land at a cost of $800 was also apThe ty
Home Burglarized
Ferguson
on
territorial
ered
the
her clothing indicate that
engineer.
of
the
by
and
for
proved
the
plumbing
heating
home of Hon. H. B. Ferguson at Al- new court
the registered name was fictitious and
Notaries Public Appointed.
house. There were three
buquerque was burglarized yesterday biders for the contract for heating, the
Governor Curry today appointed the throws a baffling mystery about her
Hart-maand considerable jewelry, principally Wood-Davi- s
real identity and cause of death.
Company of this city be-- , following notaries public: J. S.
the property of Miss Erna Ferguson.
Evaris.
San
Juan
county;
The
Aztec,
bidders.
best
lowest
and
the
ing
was stolen.
other bidders were St. John and to Greigo, Sena, San Miguel county;
Jail-Ju- stice
in
Widow
Brigham Young's
Roswell, Chaves
Barnes of Colorado Springs and Berry George E. French
of the Peace C. W. Fay at
and George Carter Hunt,
of St. Louis. Wood-Davicounty,
Elliott
and
Farmingtou, San Juan county, sent bid was $2,360.
MONEYS AND METALS.
Sylvanite, Grant county.
to jail last week, Abbie S. Young,
Wood-Davi- s
Medical Board in Session.
New York. Oct. 11. Prime paper
outbid
The
Company
widow of the late Apostle
Brigham the Santa Fe Hardware and
Mexican
call money 4
Supply j The territorial board of health and 4
Young of the Mormon church, because
120
medical examiners is in session today dollars 43; Amal. 79
Atch.
contract!
on
in
the
bidding
Company
she refused to furnish a peace bond
for plumbing. The Santa Fe Hardware at the capitol. About twenty appu- N. Y. C. 135; S. P. 128; U. P. 202;
for $300.
for license to practice in New steel 86
pfd. 126
Shot Up Town of Roy The town Comnanv bid $1,194.22. while the cants
in the hall
New York, Oct. 11. Lead quiet
Wood-Davi- s
j Mexico, are being examined
Company bid $800.
of Roy, Mora county, was shot up ou
President T. B. 4.304.37
Com-'- , of representatives.
Copper dull; Standard
J. Davis, of the Wood-Davi- s
Friday night by Luis Archuleta, To-- ;
of
Hart
Raton, presided; Secretary J. spot 12.2512.50; Silver 511-4- .
mas Vargas and Aniceto Romero who pany, who has superintendency of the
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
A. Massie and Treasurer W. D. Rad- evidently had filled up on whisky beatine- contracts has now twenty--i
Oct. 11. Wheat. Dec.
j
Chicago,
first and then rode through town dis- eight hot water and steam heating cliff e were at their places. Mrs. A 1031-8l-4;
104
as
May
com-Leeson
i
is
He
stenograpner.
has
in
acting
just
operation.
plants
charging their fire arms.
591-4- ;
Dec. 58.
Corn
Oct.
District
Court,
' Thrown Off the Train Juan Cano, pleted the installation of plants in the
39
Oats
Dec.
May 41
Torrance
for
court
In
district
the
A.
J.
Dr.
Rolls, Miguel
aged 45, was taken to Saint Joseph's residences of
18.52
Oct.
Pork
Jan.
23;
Wis
Miller
J.
Company of
Hospital at Albuquerque last night. Chaves and David Lowitzki. Work has county, the
12.07
Nov.
Lard Oct.
L.
filed
J
suit
consin
A.
Dr.
on
against
for
J.
today
Massie,
Cano claims he was thrown off Santa begun
plants
11.77
ac
Fe passenger train No. 8 from the John Walker. T. Z. Winter, Louis Na- Adams of Estancia on an open
Ribs Oct. 11.25; Jan. 9.70.
west by train hands wrhile it was run- poleon, William Townsend and several count for $465.74.
WOOL MARKET.
Convento
Deep Waterway
Delegates
ning rapidly between Albuquerque and others.
St. Louis,
Oct. 11. Wool firm,
tion.
Wood-Davis
The
Bernalillo.
Company has just
western
mediums 2328;
territory
Governor
the
Curry today appointed
Homeseeker Burned to Death The received another shipment of steam
fine mediums 2224; fine 1319.
an
to
the
fourth
delegates
following
to
charred remains of C. L. Krigg, a heating outfits and will continue
LIVE STOCK.
homeseeker from Stanton, Texas, ship in material as long as the great nual convention of the .Lakes to the
Kansas City, Oct. 11 Cattle Re
at
Association
Gulf
Deep
Waterway
were found last week in the ashes of demand keeps up.
on October! ceipts 2,000, including 100 southerns.
New Orleans, Louisiana,
the home of Paul Matton where he
Open Bids at Federal Building.
Presi- - Market steady to 10 higher. .Native
On last Saturday bids were opened 30, which will be attended by
stopped over night. He had gone' to
southern steers
B.
of
T.
dent
Santa
Taft:
Fe; steers $4.508.50;
Citron,
bed smoking a cigarette and set the for the painting and repairing of the
cows $2.50
southern
$3.254.75;
;
Las
W.
Cruces
Fleming Jones of
bed and house on fire.
federal building, but so far no award Francis
3.80; native cows and heifers $2.25
Tobin
of
Tracy
Philadelphia.
Monster Turnip At the Mary E. of contract has been made. The bid5.50; stockers and feeders $35; bulls
Certificate.
school ders were as follows: Santa Fe HardJames Presbyterian Mission
calves $3. 758; ' western
$2.503.75;
for boys, Irvin L. Tyler, superintend ware and Supply Company $3,800, 120
The Mangus Development Company steers
$3.756.75; western cows $2.75
f Silver City today filed with Terri
ent, the boys while harvesting the days to complete the work Wood-Da- 4.50.
turnip crop this afternoon dug out vis Hardware Company, $3,974.50, 90 torial Secretary Nathan Jaffa a nonHogs
Receipts 11,000. Market
a turnip that was 33 inches in cirdays; E. L. Wheeler, $3,574.85, 120 liability certificate.
steady. Bulk sales $7.307.75; heavy
and
cumference and weighed twelve
Auditing District Clerk's Office.
days.
$7.607.80; packers, butchers $7.40
a half pounds.
Deputy
Traveling Auditor John
7.75; light $7.207.60; pigs $56.50.
At
6:30
This
Married
is
Joerns
Morning
auditing and checking up
GIVE FAREWELL RECEPTION .
Sheep
Receipts 10,000. Market
o'clock this morning a pretty wedding i
TO REVEREND ANDERSON the office of the district clerk for the weak. Muttons $45; lambs $5
took place at the Cathedral when
Judicial District.
j First
6.75; range wethers, yearlings $4.25
Very Rev. Anthony Fourchegu united Members of St. John's M. E. Church '
Good Roads Work.
5.40; range ewes $2.904.80.
in marriage Miss Christina Martinez
Since the withdrawal of the conMake Ready to Part With
Chicago, Oct. 11. Cattle Receipts
and Felipe Perea.
Isaac Martinez
victs from the Santa Fe canon after 26,000. Market steady." Beeves $4.25
Faithful Pastor.
acted as best man while Miss Maria j
the suicide of Miss Montgomery, no
8.80; Texas steers $45.25; western
Martinez was bridesmaid. The young
at the St. John's M. E. work is being prosecuted on the road steers $4 7.25; stockers and feeders
Tonight
couple will make their future home on church a public farewell reception is between here and the Pecos and will $3.105.25; cows, heifers
$2.206;
'
the Agua Fria road.
to be tendered Rev. E. C. Anderson not be resumed until spring. But it calves $79.50.
Lyon & Axtell Get Roswell Military who will shortly depart for his new is proposed to send a detachment of
Hogs
Receipts 21,000. Market
Institute Contract Lyon & Axtell, field of labor.
The reception is prisoners to work on La Bajada hill light $7.257.70; mixed $7.458.10;
the contractors building the Sanita- scheduled to
part of heavy $7.358.15; rough $7.357.55;
begin at seven thirty on the Santa
rium and the court house in this and
is invited to be pres- the Scenic Highway. The board of good, choice, heavy $7.55 8.15; pigs
everybody
city and who built the Elks opera ent. Everything will be made as county commissioners of Santa Fe $5.757; bulk sales $7.608.housje, were on Saturday awarded
Sheep
Receipts 40,000. Market
pleasant as possible and the ladies of county on Saturday declared that part
the contract to rebuild the Lea hall the church will
of the survey in Santa Fe county to weak to 10 lower. Native $2.50
serve refreshments.
at the New Mexico Military Institute
Rev. Anderson during his stay as be a public highway.
4.85; western $2.754.90;" yearlings
at Roswell for $46,000. The3eating
of the church has made him$4.405.40; lambs, native $4.257;
pastor
and lighting contract will raise the self much beloved and has hosts of NEW POSSE TO
western $4.507.
total to more than $50,000.
CAPTURE WILLIE BOY.
friends, all of whom regret extremePlayed an Exciting Game Yester- ly that they are required to part with
San
Bernardino,
Calif., Oct. 11.
day afternoon on St. Michael's col- him.
BOARDING
Sheriff Ralphs is organizing another EXCHANGE
lege grounds, the College boys crossChurch Progressing.
:
HOUSE
:
to
j
"Willie
posse
the
capture
Boy"
ed hats with the Santa Fe Juniors. I The annual
conference year report Indian renegade who is entrenched
E.
S.
Plaza.
Comer,
an
The game was
unusually good one of the church was read at the serv- on Bullion mountain. The
plan is to Meals 35c Board by week 16.00
and became intensely exciting to- ices
and shows that a grati- starve the murderer out.
yesterday
Mrs. Willey, Prop.
was
when
close
wards the
the score
fying amount of progress has been
about tie. In the last half of the made. The
receipts for the year ag- - j
ninth, the college boys needed three gregate ?2,iU4.b4 and after
deducting
runs to win out. They started
a all
expenses there is a balance in the
a
was
and
that
corker
batting ralley
incidental fund $31.69 and in the
got away with the game. The final
school fund of $36.16. The'
score was 10 to 12. The features of Sunday
uamucea ieii exceed mose oi any prewere
the game
the home runs by F. vious year. The
present memb&rsnip
Savage and Charles Curry. Next of the church is sixty-liv- e
while at
YOUR ATTENTION
same
teams
will
the
Sunday
again the Sunday school there is an
line up.
.
age enrollment of seventy-fiveThe
Governor's Day Today Is Gover- Sunday school is getting along in
TO OUR DISPLAY OF
nor's day at the territorial fair at Al- splendid shape and each week shows
buquerque. The following is the pro- - that greater interest is being taken.
gram fcr this afternoon: Fair grounds,
1 p. m.
March to fair WILL PLANT MORE
Afternoon.
K
grounds starts from Alvarado hotel.
THAN MILLION TREES.
K Gov. Curry guest of honor... 1.30 p. m.
Formal opening of fair by Governor Fruit
-Growing in Yakima Valley,
K in front of grandstand at fair grounds.
Proves
Profitable
Washington,
1.45 p. m. Baseball game. Socorro vs.
NOVELTIES
Evidently.
Santa Fe. 4 p. w. Military dress parade and maneuvers.
Downtown
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 11. More than
Night 7:30 p. m. Carnival at plaza,
be
In
friut

s

'tin

What's flu matter with Saur Kraut

OCTOBER

Fits

Spare

For Your Saturday Dinner We Have Them

i

HMD'S

HONE

NO. 92.

PHONE
NO. 92.

a

4

No

No.

Grocery

4

Bakery

g

contract with our present baker terminates; after
be improved to the highest standard of excellence.
will
our
which date
bakery
We have procured the services of the best baker that Denver afforded and
the best that money would secure. We are going to give the people of Santa
Fe bakery goods that will be equal to anything produced anywhere. We will
increase in size and greatly improve on quality. All we ask is a chance
to "show you."
On October 1st our

i

j

n,

MARKETKEPORT

s'

12

2

2

Per cent COUPOI!

1--

2

Per cent

3--

Come in arc! ask about the Ccupcn system which
saves you 2 12 per cent in addition to our low prices.
Phone

F. Andrews,

4.

No.

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

Phone

No.

4

FURRIER

&

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

Phone Black

SANTA FE, N. M.

j

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN
w

j

t

General
Merchandise

FRANK F GORMLEY

T7TTWT7P
AT C
wi-iv-

1--

1--

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

436 Canon Road
19

1-- 4;

Non-Liabili-

j

Given Careful
pe, Sonal Attention

I

RKSIDENOR
NIGHT PHONIC
PICTURE

RED

Rpn
offjoh:
PHONI

188

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

.

DONE.

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
Monero "
terrillos "
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

L

$4 50 per ton
5.25 '
6.00
Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Near

A--

,

T. & S. F. Depot.

Phone 85..

Office

Garfield Avenue,

WE CORDIALLY INVITE

x

ii

m

NAVAJO AND

OF

m
K
K

CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

K
W

FOR FIVE CENTS

V,

K

tf

.

All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenie'"
We will shortly have in a full line ol

Mexican Stiaw Hats "at 50cts. each

it

J.
301-30-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.
3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N, JH,

v

Fall Models, Pattern, and Tailored Hats

I

In Belts, Collars and
Handkerchiefs etc.

corner First street and Central avenue
Three free acts. Hih divine
dogs, Zerado Brothers, acrobats,
idam Be'no, slide for life. 10:30 p. m.
Final free act.
j

DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
Santa Fe. N. M., Oct. 9. 1909.
Maximum temperature, 49 degrees,
at 3:50 p. m. Minimum temperature,
26 degrees, at 6:20 a. m. Mean temperature, 38 desrees. Departure from
normal, minus 15 degrees. Relative

trees will,
1,000,000
planted
the Yakima valley in central Washington, west of Spokane, this fall and
next spring, according to .estimates
made by expert horticulturists. Including the trees planted during the
season just closed this will give the
valley 5,399,400 trees, of which upward
of 1,000,000 were set out this year.1 F.
A. Huntley, state commissioner of horticulture, shows in his report that
Yakima county had 1,955,692 apple

a Moda Millinery
Phone B'ack 78

Catron Block

J

3--

